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Editorial
Dear Reader,

severely injured. Nor can we be too complacent
here in the UK, as fracking protesters have
already experienced the thug like behaviour of
the UK police where the elderly and infirm
protesters have been especially targeted.

Knowing The Truth

Reports are already coming in of the UK police
stocking up on guns and other riot control
equipment capable of exerting lethal force in
anticipation of unrest over Brexit, which begs
the question, will we really leave the EU on
March 29th as scheduled?
Amidst the doom and gloom there is light at the
end of the tunnel. The Babylonian beast system,
is starting to crumble, hence the desperate
measures and brutality in controlling opposition.
People in the true Israel of the white western
nations are waking up, albeit rather slowly, to
the fact that they are occupied by an evil satanic
entity, which after centuries of manipulation and
infiltration, has now almost achieved its
objective of a 100% control of our institutions.

As this magazine goes to press reports are
coming in of earthquakes in Surrey near
Newdigate and Gatwick areas of a magnitude of
2,5 and 4 on the Richter scale of magnitude,
which is high for the UK. The media of course
will not attribute the blame to the nearby
The Edomite controllers are now showing their fracking operations!
true colours, as has been witnessed in the past,
We praise Yahweh, he knows the end from the
by our brethren in Eastern Europe and Russia.
beginning!!
Now the French people in their peaceful yellow
jackets’ protest, are now victims of a brutal
Editor
police force, many of whom are of other races.
editor@newensign.com
The Fake News Western Media love to report
brutal repression in other mainly third world
countries, but not a word about the brutality of
the French police, using live ammunition against
their own people, leaving many dead and

This magazine is for private subscription only
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entity.
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The Immaculate Deception (Part 6)
By
Pastor Eli James

D

URING THE
CAPTIVITY,
the
Judahites
had a representative
leader whose name was
Zerubbabel. He was the
leader of the People that
came from Babylon back
to Jerusalem. (Ezra 2:2)
After Zerubbabel, the dynasty was picked up by
Ezra. So, here is the post-Zedekiah list as I have
recorded it in my book, The Great
Impersonation: How the Anti-Christ Has
Deceived the Whole World:
Zerubabel
Ezra
Nehemiah
Eliasib
Judas
John
Jaddua
Manasseh I
Onias I
Simon
Eleazar
Manasseh II
Onias II
Joseph
Hyrcanus I
Onias III (aka Menelaus)
Jesus (aka Jason)
Mattathias
Judas Maccabeus
Alcimus (aka Jacimus)
Onias IV
Jonathan
Simon
John Hyrcanus (aka Hyrcanus II, who shared
rulership with Herod under
Rome’s decree)
Aristobulus I
Alexander Janneus
Alexandra (Queen)
Hyrcanus III
Aristobulus II, who was murdered by
Antipater, an Edomite Jew and father of
Herod, so rulership went back to
Hyrcanus III

(After this period, the Edomites controlled the
reigns of power in Judea, until they were
dispersed from the land in 70 A.D.)

Herod
Again, I would say that Pastor Bosworth made
this statement in error during a speech. I’m
sure he would retract this statement upon
reflection. Otherwise, he would have us
believe that neither the Maccabees nor the
Hasmoneans were a kingly Dynasty!!! If
Bosworth made this statement in all
seriousness, then it would be because he has
not studied this history. The Brits should know
this better than the Americans!! But they have
been blinded by the Immaculate Deception. –
Eli]
Anyhow it was not of any human monarch that
Ezekiel wrote when his prophetic vision
spanned the gulf of ages, and he beheld the
glories of the Crowned Redeemer and of His
ransomed, restored, and united Israel. Ezekiel
had reference to Him of whose Second Coming
we read; "And He hath on His vesture and on
His thigh a name written: KING OF KINGS
AND LORD OF LORDS" (Rev. 19:16).
[Agreed, but this says nothing about the
timing. – Eli]
And then, I ask, did the returned captives abide
in the land "forever"? The prophet tells us that
when Israel and Judah are reunited, their
descendants were to be in perpetual occupation
of the land. We know that this has never taken
place because the Jews were suddenly driven
out in A.D. 70, and have been wanderers for
18 centuries.
This shows again that the Ten Tribes did not
go back with the Jews [Sic! The Jews were
never IN Babylon! It was Judah that was
captive in Babylon, not the Jews. – Eli] when
they returned from Babylon. [As I have shown,
the Jews were never in this equation and never
will be. The REGATHERING of Israel has
taken place in the "land of un-walled villages."
Also, a "REGATHERING" does not
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automatically or necessarily imply a RETURN
to some antiquated land where our ancestors
used to live!!! As we say here in America, "We
came over from the Old Country," and very
few of us have any intention of going back! –
Eli]

realize that Scofield was an agent of the
Rothschilds. Scofield was hired by them
through their agent, Samuel Untermeyer, to
put out a version of the Bible which made a
point of equating the Israel of Scripture with
modern Jewry.

Jerome was one of the most eminent of the
early fathers of the Church. He wrote, in the
4th century, which was more than a thousand
years after Ten Tribed Israel went into
captivity as follows: "Unto this day, the ten
Tribes are subject to the Kings of Persia" - "The Ten Tribes inhabit at this day the cities
and mountains of the Medes." He knew that
Israel had not returned to Judah, that the ten
tribes were still separated from the Jews. [Sic.
Sigh! All I can do is to keep hammering at the
truth until the light bulb turns on! -- Eli]

As I said, there is simply no end to the ways
and means by which Jewry has deceived us.
C.E. Carlson has written an outstanding, brief
history of this sordid story, showing C.I.
Scofield’s true character and why today’s
Judeo-Christians are the dupes of all time.
Here is the link.

The amalgamation-theory is hopeless. It is a
mere assumption. [Only if you assume that the
Jews are Judah! – Eli] All who hold that theory
will have to abandon it if they follow the
testimony of Holy Scripture. If they adhere to
Ezra, in the 2nd chapter and the 1st verse, their theory they will be in conflict with the
shows us that those who returned to Jerusalem Word of God, and with all the historical facts.
were all from one "province." This word is in
the singular. This is proof that the House of Their theory breaks down at every point. None
Israel who were captive not in this "province," of those who hold that Israel was amalgamated
with the Jews [Sic!] can tell you when the
but in another country, did not return.
amalgamation took place. Just so the
In the book of Ezra, which mentions the two Scriptures, which require that Israel shall be a
great military power in the last
tribes that returned, none of the
days, cannot be applied to the
Ten Tribes were listed. And in
Jews––
the book of Nehemiah, which
says that only Judah and
[For sure!! All the Israelis have
Benjamin returned, none of the
is what they have stolen from us
ten tribes are mentioned.
or what they have extorted from
us. If we stop giving them what
th
In Zechariah the 10 chapter,
does not rightly belong to them,
which was written 18 years after
they would have nothing! Once
the Jews [Sic! Judahites! You
the devil’s children are deprived
see how ingrained this
of their handouts, do you know
brainwashing has become in
what we – and the rest of the
British Israel? – Eli] had
world -- would have? We would
returned from Babylon, the
have PEACE, because the
prophet shows that when he
deceiver/aggressor will finally
wrote, the Two Houses of Israel and Judah
be
disarmed.
–
Eli];
[Yes, the prophet wrote ‘Judah.’ He did not
use the word ‘Jew.’ – Eli] were still separate.
And then all His prophecies concerning Israel —and they are not applicable to Israel during
require that they shall be kept separate from the Millennium when there will be no wars.
These promises are pre-millennial, and not
Judah as a people until their future uniting.
consistent with millennial times.
On page 500 of the Scofield Bible, Dr. Scofield
(above) says, "The two Kingdoms are to be The many Scriptures also which require that
reunited in the future Kingdom" and then cites Israel in these last days shall be a maritime
a number of Scriptures to prove the assertion. people "whose seed shall be in many waters"
[I am quite surprised that Bosworth does not cannot be applied to the Jews; but they apply
perfectly to the BIRTHRIGHT section of
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Isaac’s descendants to whom the promises
were made.
We have seen in other broadcasts that
Jerusalem was trodden down of the Gentiles
exactly "seven times" or 2520 years to the very
day. Obadiah in the 17th verse speaks of the
soldiers under General Allenby, who delivered
Jerusalem from the Turks on the exact day and
in the exact manner in which God says
Jerusalem would be delivered, as belonging to
the House of Jacob (verse 17).
[This is a SECOND prophecy of 2520 years
which is counted from the year of the Return
from the Exile by the House of Judah. In other
words, the City of Jerusalem, in 1917, was
given back to us, Israel (in the form of Great
Britain), not to the Jews!!!

[…meaning "nations," not "Non-Jews" as the
Jews like to redefine words to suit their
deceptive usage and agenda. Even James
Strong fell for this ruse. – Eli]" in Palestine.
To insist that these Scriptures addressed to
Israel are to be applied to the Jews is to call
the soldiers of General Allenby Jews. [Yes!
Pastor Bosworth, you see part of the picture,
but you don’t see the Big Picture! – or the
proverbial forest for the trees! – Eli]
Thus, you see that if we were to discuss each
of the hundreds of Bible references to Israel as
distinct from the Jews [and Judah! – Eli], it
would furnish matter for a large volume.
[Indeed!!! – Eli]

Since Bosworth confuses the Jews with
Judahites, he just doesn’t understand this! On
that occasion, the city of Jerusalem was
liberated from the Turks! Who are the Turks?
Edomites!!! Even Pastor Bosworth admits this
above, but he does not make the connection.
We liberated Palestine from the Turks on
behalf of the Arabs – at least this is what
Lawrence of Arabia thought he was doing!!
So, control of the city of Jerusalem passed
back to the Israelite nation of Great Britain
under General Allenby.
This established the British Mandate. But what
did the British do with it? In 1948, they gave
it to the Zionists! -- a nation composed of Jews
of both Edomites and Khazars (both of which
have much Turkish blood in them!), thus
condemning that city to many more decades
of chaos!!! Or, to put it bluntly, Yahweh
handed Jerusalem to us on a silver platter and
we promptly gave it to the Anti-Christ to do
with as he pleases!!! Imagine that! – Eli]

In the authorized daily prayer book of the
United Hebrew Congregation of the British
Empire, there are three prayers which they
pray for Israel as distinct from themselves.
They pray both for "Judah" and "Israel." In one
of these prayers they speak of Ephraim-Israel
as "our brethren." Dr. V. Herman Adler
Above), who in the past was chief rabbi of the
Jewish Church in England, wrote: "The Ten
Tribes did not return to the Holy Land."

The next verse shows us what part of "The
House of Jacob" they were - "The House of
Joseph." And the next verse shows what part
of the House of Joseph they were - "Ephraim;"
and in the same verse He speaks of them as
"the children of Israel."

In this discussion over the air, we have given
you but a small part of the Biblical and
historical proof of the distinction between
Israel and Judah. We have scarcely touched
upon the many wonderful prophecies
concerning "Israel" which have no reference
to the Jews, nor upon those relating to "Judah"
which have no reference to Israel. To discuss
these even briefly would furnish material for
a good sized book.

Also in Ezekiel 25:14 God shows us that it
would be Israel who would drive out the Turks
and end the "treading down of the Gentiles

For instance, to apply to the Jews the many
Scriptures which require that the descendants
of Ephraim shall be "a multitude (or
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Commonwealth) of Nations" (Gen. 48:19) in
these "last days," before the union of the Two
Houses, Judah and Israel, would be equivalent
to saying that the only "Commonwealth of
Nations" on earth today are Jews.
The Anglo-Saxon Nations are Isaac’s sons or
Saxons, but they are not Jews. Only one of the
twelve Tribes are descendants of Judah. The
Promise of "A Multitude of Nations" was made
to Ephraim, not to Judah.
Again, Gen. 48:19 shows us that two great
rival nations were to spring from Joseph "in
the last days." To insist on applying this
Scripture to the Jews, is equivalent to calling
these great rival nations Jews.

two great wars these sister nations fought
against each other were the American
Revolution and the War of 1812. We have
since made peace with each other but now we
are making war against the rest of the world
on behalf of the House of Rothschild!! And
since I have the last word, I am going to repeat
what I have been trying to tell British Israel for
the last 25 years: "Don’t confuse the Jews with
the House of Judah!!!"
You have fallen victim to the IMMACULATE
DECEPTION! May Yahweh cut through your
delusion and open your eyes. Yah bless, -Pastor Eli James]
The End OS17703

[Yes, indeed, Pastor Bosworth! These two
rival nations were America and Britain. The

Old Testament
“Word for Word” Genesis Part 25
Translation by Stephen Howard Anderson
4. And she conceived again, and bore a son, and
he called his name Onan 209.
5. And she yet 3254 again 5750 conceived, and
bore a son, and he called his name Shelah 7956.
And he was at Ch'ziyb 3580 when she bore him.
6. Took Yahudah a wife for Er his firstborn, and
her name was Tamar 8559.
7. And was Er the firstborn of Yahudah evil
7451 in the eyes of Yahweh; and slew 4191 him
Yahweh.

Chapter 38

8. And said Yahudah to Onan, "Go in unto the
wife of your brother, and do the duty of a
1. And it was at that time, that went down brother 2992 to her, and raise up 6965 seed
Yahudah from with his brothers, and turned in 2233 to your dead brother."
5186 unto a man of Adullamiy 5726, whose
9. And knew 3045 Onan that it would not be his
name was Chiyrah 2437.
seed, and it was when he went in unto the wife
2. Saw there Yahudah a daughter of a man of of his brother, he spoiled 7843 it upon the
K'naaniy 3669, whose name was Shua 7770, and ground, failing 1115 to give seed to his brother.
he took her, and went in unto her.
10. This was wicked 7489 in the eyes of
3. And she conceived 2029, and bore a son; and Yahweh that which he did: and He slew him also.
he called his name Er 6197.
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11. Said Yahudah to Tamar his daughter-in-law
3618, "Dwell as a widow 490 in the household
of your father until has grown 1431 Shelah my
son;" for he said, "Lest perhaps 6435 he die
also, as his brothers." And went Tamar to dwell
in the household of her father.
12. And in many 7235 days 3117 died the
daughter of Shua, the wife of Yahudah; and was
comforted 5162 Yahudah, and he went up to his
shearers 1494 of sheep 6629, he and Chiyrah
his friend 7453 the Adullamiy, to Tim'nathah
8553.
13. And was told to Tamar, saying, "Behold,
your father-in-law 2524 goes up to Tim'nathah
to the shearers of sheep.

18. And he said, "What is the pledge that I
should give you?" And she said, "Your signet
2368, and the cord 6616 it hangs upon , and
your staff 4294 that is in your hand." And he
gave them to her, and went in unto her, and she
conceived 2029 by him.
19. And she arose, and walked away, and
removed 5493 her veil from upon her, and put
on the garments of her widowhood.
20. And sent Yahudah the kid of the goats by the
hand of his friend the Adullamiy, to take back
his pledge
from the hand of the woman: and he could not
find her.
21. Then asked he the men of that place, saying,
"Where 346 is the harlot 6948 that was in plain
sight by the way?" And they said ,"There was
no harlot in this place."
22. And he returned to Yahudah, and said, " I
cannot find her, and also the men of that place
said, "There was no harlot in this place.'"
23. And said Yahudah, "Let her take it, lest we
be shamed 937: behold, I sent this kid, and and
you have not found her."

14. And she put 5493 the garments 899 of a
widow 491 off from upon her, and covered
3680 herself with a veil 6809, and wrapped
5968 herself, and sat in a doorway 6607 in plain
sight 5879, which was by the way to
Tim'nathah; for she saw that grown 1431 was
Shelah, and she had not been given to him as
a wife.
15. And saw her Yahudah, and he thought 2803
her a harlot 2181; because she covered her face.
16. He turned 5186 to her by the way, and said,
"Permit 3051 me, I pray, to come in unto you;"
(for he did not know that she was his daughterin-law,) and she said, "What will you give to me
for coming in unto me?"
17. He said, "I will send a kid 1423 of the goats
5975 from the flock." And she said, "Will you
give me a pledge 6162 until you send it?

24. And it was, in three months, it was told to
Yahudah, saying, "Played the harlot 2181 Tamar
your daughter-in-law; and also, behold, she
conceived by harlotry." And said Yahudah,
"Bring her forth, and burn her 8313."
25. And she was brought forth, and sent to her
father-in-law, saying, "The man that are these, I
conceived by." and she said, "Discern now
whose signet, and its cord, and staff are these?"
26. And discerned Yahudah, and said, "More
righteous 6663 than I is she." because over this
he had not given her to Shelah his son. And he
did not again any more know her.
27. And it was at the time of her birthing,
behold, twins 8380 were in her womb 990!
28. And it was, when she gave birth, that one
put out his hand: and took the midwife and
bound 7194 upon the hand a crimson 8144
thread, saying, "This came forth first 7223."
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29. And it was, he returned 7725 his hand, and kin. He had not been with a woman since his
behold, came forth his brother, and she said, wife died, and Tamar's ruse as a "harlot" would
"How have you broken forth 6555? Upon you get his "attention".
is this breach 6556." And she called his name
Perets 6557.
30. And after came forth his brother, which
upon his hand was the crimson thread. And she
called his name Zarach 2226.

Chapter 38 Notes
Verse 2 - The Canannite man was named Shua,
not the daughter. In Yashar (Jasher) 45:4 it
gives her name as Aliyath (spelling uncertain).
Yahudah breaks Yahweh's rules, and takes a
Canaanite for a wife.

Verse 16 - Tamar's ruse works, and Yahudah is
Verses 3-5 - The Canaanite woman bears three fooled by it.
half-breed sons to Yahudah.
Verse 17-19 - Tamar negotiates her "price", and
Verse 6 - Yashar 45:23 - Yahudah takes a pure takes his signet, the cord on which it hung,
blooded Yisraelitess, Tamar, as a wife for his which has been mistranslated as "bracelets",
and his staff (a symbol of authority) as a pledge
oldest half-breed. Tamar means "palm tree".
of payment. She conceives, because Yahweh
Verse 7 - The half-breed son was evil in has control of that, and will bear two pureblooded Yisraelite sons. Perets, the firstborn, is
Yahweh's eyes, so He killed him.
in the lineage of Yahshuah Messiah. Yahweh is
Verse 8 - Deut. 25:5,6 The second half-breed always in control of His Grand Plan, no matter
son is given Tamar as a wife, to beget children what we think at the time.
in the first brothers name.

Verses 20-23 - Yahudah sends the kid as
Verse 9 - Onan does not like this, and ejaculates payment, but the "harlot" cannot be found. His
three items are now missing.
on the ground.
Verse 24 - Three months later he is informed
that Tamar is pregnant. He orders her to be
Verse 11 - Yahudah sends Tamar back to her brought forth and burned alive. There were
father's house to wait for the third half-breed to harsh punishments for sexual immorality back
grow up. Yahudah never does get around to then.
giving her to the third son.
Verse 25, 26 - Deut. 25:5; Ruth Chapter 4 Verse 12 - Aliyath, the Canaanite wife of Tamar shows the signet and staff to Yahudah,
Yahudah dies, and after a while he is consoled, and informs him that he is the father. Yahudah
so, he decides to go where the sheep are being says she is the righteous one, because he did
sheared with his friend Chiyrah. Yashar not give her to the last son. Thus no half-breed
children in the seedline. Pure Yisrael only.
(Jasher) 45:29.
Verse 10 - Yahweh kills him also.

Verses 13-15 - Tamar is told that Yahudah is
going on this trip, so she decides to trick him
into fathering a child by her, as the nearest kin
was to raise up children by a widow of deceased
kin. This would be known later as "Levirate
Law". Yahudah had not given her to the last
remaining half-breed son, so he was the nearest

Verses 27-30 - Tamar has twins. Scarlet is a
symbol of royalty, and that is why they used a
scarlet cord. Perets descendants would lead to
king Dawid, and eventually to our Messiah.
Pureblood all the way. The children of Zerach
would become the Roman legions that
destroyed Yerushalaim, and slaughtered the
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Edomite pretenders to the name of Yisrael.
When Yahshuah returns, He will finish the job.
Praise Yahweh!

To be Continued

The Bible, Race And Culture - Part 3
By
Arnold Kennedy
THE BIBLICAL
VIEWPOINT ON
‘RACE’.

racial and heredity traits are claimed to be solely
the product of genetic ‘flow’ coupled with
environmental factors.

‘Race’ in the Bible
is in the sense of
genealogical
descent from a
person who is then
known
as
the
‘father’ of that race.
This is shown in statements like:

God is spoken of as “The Father of Israel” and
this is said directly of no other race in the Bible
-[e.g. Exodus 4:22-23].

From this it can be said that Israelites are the
children of God. - [Gr. tek non] from conception.
Children are the offspring of a ‘father’ who begat
them. In the Bible, men ‘beget’ children from
conception, whereas children are ‘born’ of
Gen. 19:37 “The same is the father of the woman at birth. James 1:18 addressing the
twelve tribes, speaks of God, “Of His own will
Moabites”.
begat He us”. Only those referred to as “us” in
Gen. 19:38 “The same is the father of the context are ‘begotten’ with the ‘spirit’ potential
to become the sons of God - [Gr. huios].
children of Ammon”.
Gen. 36:9 “And these are the generations of the It is clear from scripture that all races cannot hear
and all races cannot receive the things of God.
Esau, the father of the Edomites”.
Jesus said unto His disciples, “Because it is given
From this point on, through Scripture, each unto you to know the mysteries of the Kingdom
group with such a ‘father’ is treated as being a of Heaven,, but unto them it is not given”-[Matt.
different race with different destinies. Each then 13:11].
are treated as being from differing ‘stock’.
The “them” in this case were the Edomite leaders
The sons and grandsons of Abraham are the of the Judean nation who, in the main, were not
issue of his loins, and descent is carefully traced Israelites-[John 8:39].
through the male line to him. Scripture indicates
that there is something genetic in the line It is reasonable here to relate the genetic base of
because when his immediate offspring took Abraham’s seed through Isaac to the ‘spirit’
wives, they were to be of the same stock as placed within this race; Abraham being the
Abraham. What we do know is that God placed ‘father’ of this physical race from his loins. This
the letter ‘H’ into the names of Abram and Sara, physical race had a ‘spirit’ which could witness
with God’s Spirit that they were children of God
making these names Abraham and Sarah.
- [Rom. 8:16].
This ‘number of the spirit’ indicates the
placement of a ‘spirit’ endowment. This carries In scripture we are not given much detail about
on within the offspring from Abraham to his genetics or technical reasons why an Edomite
physical descendants through Isaac who took a became different from an Moabite, for instance.
wife from the same ‘family’. In the modern view We can see that one came from incest, whereas
of genetics there is no provision for ‘spirit’, and this was not the case with the descendants of
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Esau. In the case of Jacob and Esau, these were
twins of the same gender, but they were like the
opposite of identical twins. They were “two
nations and two manner of people” that would
be separated from the womb of their mother
-[See Gen. 25:23]. Even with the same parents
they had a genetic difference.
One was ‘smooth’ and one was “red, all over like
a hairy garment”. [Different genotypes].
One was a “a plain man dwelling in tents” and
one was a “cunning hunter and a man of the
field”. [Different in aptitudes].
One was a not a “fornicator” whereas the other
was.[Different in morals].

but from experience, few would believe there is
no connection, as groups. Biblically, ‘race’, is a
bloodline. We all know that race and a culture
do tend to go together.
Culture is defined by anthropologists as,
“learned behaviour acquired by individuals as
members of a social group”. They then claim that
a person is “encultured at birth”. This then would
mean that behaviour would be learned before
birth. In other words, they have their behaviour
pattern established from the time of being
begotten, and before being exposed to any
environment. Confirmation of this is shown by
say a developing cell after conception, or by a
migrating bird on its first flight. How would
these learn any behaviour pattern?

One married within his own race, whereas the
other did not. [Different in obedience]
One valued the birthright, whereas the other
despised it. [Different in values].
One nation and people were to become subject
to the other nation and people-[Gen.
27:29+37].[Different in position].
One was loved by God, but the other was hated
by God, even before he was born-[Mal. 1:23].[Different in treatment by God].
One is destined for eternity, but the other is There is evidence that genetic make-up can
destined to perish for ever [See Numbers 24:20] affect behaviour, for instance men whose sex[Different in destiny].
chromosomes are XYY have been shown to tend
towards criminal behaviour. The question here
They were very different in appearance as well of course is to consider if we blame the XYY
as different in behaviour. Because the two situation and other things like multiple
brothers were from the same family, the personalities on environment, or to race mixing
differences between them were not a matter of in the past, or on some other factors?
either physical or social environment! The
popular view does not make any allowance for The evidence of multiple personalities within
‘spirit’ in racial considerations, and it is not one person also suggests ‘spirit’ difference
unreasonable to view a connection between between one personality and another, where
genetics and ‘spirit’.
thinking, behaviour and expressing emotion
change according to the personality being
Qualities like fair play and placing value on the presently manifest. The present environment
sanctity of life and property certainly differ may not have changed between differing
between races, and this is regardless of where personality manifestations, so this is not a matter
each live. The Anglo-Saxon race in particular of environment.
demonstrates these qualities above all other
races, and this is a matter of their ‘spirit’.
A particular personality being manifest may be
of another race and language, so this too has no
In the New Age/World Government view, racial connection with environment. This all does not
appearance has no connection with behaviour, support the ‘politically correct’ position.
( Page 10 )

There can be no suggestion that either
individuals or races are equal in their natural
endowment. There are tens of thousands of
paired genes within each of us and somehow the
inequalities between Jacob and Esau were
genetic as shown by their physical characteristics
being quite different.

physiological, and biochemical comparisons
between all given racial groups as groups.

When we talk about I.Q. no one can indicate why
the brain should be immune from such
comparisons between races. Sometimes we will
hear a remark such as, “They do not think like
us”, or “their ways are not our ways”, and that
We might not be able to detail exactly how tells the story because this obvious fact of
‘spirit’ affects future generations, but Esau was difference does apply between two races in one
stated to be the ‘father’ of a race, apparently with physical environment.
a ‘spirit’ difference to that of the descendants of
Jacob. The race of Edomites he fathered feature We can see propaganda in the media and in
through scripture, as a race, up to the end of the education which tries to say that there is no
age, and this fact is commonly ignored by most essential genetic differences between the races.
denominations.
Again they point to the variations within a group,
but the multitude of books on genetics still point
to there being clearly identifiable racial groups
separated on a genetic basis.
A serologist can determine which of the major
races a blood sample is from. How could this be
so if there were not differing ‘bloods’? ‘Time”
magazine of 7/2/94 speaks about “Subtle
variations between races in white blood types
mediate specific immune responses to disease”.
This is saying that such differences do exist! The
reasons for body transplant rejections
Further to this God treated each of these brothers demonstrates that important differences do exist.
differently and we are told, “Jacob have I loved,
and Easu have I hated”- [Rom. 9:13 and Mal. The current Human Genome Diversity Project
1:2-3]. We are not specifically told whether or examining blood samples from 600 differing
not God loved one and hated the other because indigenous peoples is to determine the exact
of a genetic difference, but this appears to be a location of genes on the respective
matter of ‘Spirit’ endowment which could be chromosomes, and this is providing templates of
associated with different genetic makeup. There DNA genotypes and leukocyte antigens, and
is a lot in scripture about associating “spirit” and other genetic epidemiological pre-dispositions.
“Israel” as a holy seed.
Although this has potential benefit in medicine,
It is clear that God’s hatred carries on to all of it has been claimed that the object of the exercise
Esau’s descendants ‘for ever’. This statement is to facilitate the issue of a computerised
immediately puts the Bible ‘off side’ with the Universal Biometrics Card for control,
Universal Declaration Of Human Rights. And, surveillance, or possibly elimination of certain
of course, few churches want to believe this populations by biological weapons or medical
Bible fact.
treatments.
In the efforts to say all races are basically the
same, it is not “politically correct” to mention
any I.Q. differences between races. Those who
want to deny this always seem to point to the
genetic variation that exists within any given
single human population, the variation being
because of varying levels of hybridisation.
Whilst this variation exists, there still is a wide
range of genetic differences manifest in physical,

On one hand the propaganda says that there is
no essential difference genetically between
races, but academically will talk when it suits
about “population genetics”, this being the
mathematical consequences of heredity on
populations.
This then declares that genetic makeup causes
racial traits. The criteria used to distinguish racial
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differences lists physiological and biochemical
differences, and by statistical correlation of
protein molecules, seven distinct major races or
populations can be recognised. A B.B.C.
program of February, 1997 was about tracing
family trees and ancestry, and how efficiently
these could be mapped genetically. This was a
clear statement that there are precise genetic
differences between the races..

We have to decide what the truth is, despite
threats of punishment for discrimination., and
whether we are going to believe God or man
regarding racial separation.
The Bible does not support the goal of a classless, sex-less, race-less and nation-less world
society, and many Christians are taught that
Jesus will bring this to pass at the second advent.
But, what Jesus does at that time is to restore the
Kingdom to Israel-[Acts 1:6].
This is in accord with Old Testament prophecy.
Israel [not the State of Israel] then rules with God
over the other races. The World Government /
New Age seeks to eliminate the Israel people
with the ‘spirit’, trying to dilute the ‘spirit’
content, encouraging this by racial intermarriage
and promotion of immorality. Elimination is
sought through abortion, ‘safe sex’, together
with economic and political measures.
They will come close to achieving this goal
according to scripture. A phrase seen by the
author in France in 1966 described this
ominously as, “The final solution of the AngloSaxon problem”. Seemingly they know more
about who these Israel people are than the
Christian Churches do! And Jesus says, “Few
there be that find it”.

when “The Lord shall be King over all the earth”.
The very boundaries the Bible says that God
placed between the races are ordained of God.
The Bible contains at least twenty cases of
sexism, racism, classism and prejudice within
the first twenty four chapters. It is safe to say that
the Roman Catholic religion does not support
the Biblical view on race unless she is shown as
being that “chosen race” as she claims. But, the
one-world New Age-Communist-Catholic
welfare world-state thinks that they are a god.
They also think that they are a god, both in
dispensing “rights” and taking away rights
according to the principles and purposes of the
United Nations.-[See the Universal Declaration].
They do not seem to think that God should have
His principles and purposes likewise. The real
issue in religion and politics is about is “a god”
or ‘gods’ versus “The God”.
Many anthropological books have been written
about racial differences, including books on
racially specific diseases. These diseases are not
necessarily the product of behaviour or
environment, even if we know that environment
may change physical things like stature. The idea
that we should merge and fuse all races by
intermarriage will certainly widen the scope and
extent of racially selective diseases. This would
not benefit mankind.
Looking at these things we can see that the
Biblical and the non-Biblical views on ‘race’ are
quite different. Without realising it, many
Christians hold to the non-Biblical viewpoint.
This is because they have been taught it and
accept the dogma without thinking. We might
say that many Churches ‘brainwash’ their
congregations into believing the “Brotherhood
Of Man” doctrine. They do not realise that the
Bible emphasises race differences. There would
be no point in specifying a person’s race, or of
differing destinies, if all races were treated the
same.
The Bible shows that God discriminates between
‘men’ in many ways: Rom. 9:13; John 9:1-5
Before birth. Physically Gen. 17:17-212 Peter
2:12
After birth. Spiritually Prov. 22:

Races, [described as “families” in Zech. 14:1618] and nations remain separate up to the time

Financially. 1 Cor. 1:24-26
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would be different from His attitude to all other
races. Differences between “seeds” begins early
in the Bible, and it persists through the Bible
until after the New Jerusalem is established on
earth. Christians have been indoctrinated into
believing that this is no longer true.

In calling. Deut. 14, 25-26
Civil rights. Rom. 9:1-5
Religious rights. Deut. 28:1
National privileges. Amos 9:13-15
Material blessings. Job 1:6-9
Choosing special people Jer. 30:11 One nation
above another.

The Bible, ‘Race’ and Culture
Let us travel along the ‘race’ road a little more
and demonstrate some racial differences within
the Bible. We have need to determine for certain
the answer to the question posed in the heading
the next section.
ARE ALL RACES THE SAME IN GOD'S
SIGHT?
“Time” magazine of the September 30th, 1996,
contained an anti-nationalism essay which
suggests that nationalism is a beast that has
caused war on earth ever since God said to
Abraham, “And I will make a great nation of
thee”.
But, the Bible says the God would make a nation
out of a race formed from among the descendants
of Abraham and that God’s attitude to these

Early in Genesis we find the "seed of the
woman" and the "seed of the serpent", so no one
could claim these two co-existing seeds are the
same. According to the Law of God, any seed
reproduces “after its kind”.
They are of that ‘kind’ before they have done
good or evil-[ Rom. 9:11] and before they have
been subject to any environment. Prophetically
these two seeds go through to the New Covenant
era-[Gen. 3:15]. Even if many will not like the
thought that these two types of mankind exist,
Jesus confirms it by saying there are those who
originate “from above” and those who originate
“from below” from conception.
We will see how this applies to mankind in the
Bible. Eugenics is a Bible subject involving the
separation of one people from all others, but in
pointing this out, there is no provision for
promoting racial hatred.
The issue is not white versus black and yellow,
or saying that all white races are better than dark
races, either. It is a matter of the ‘spirit’ in the
race, in the Bible.
To be continued OS17849

Harold Stough Notes
The Validity Of Mark 16:9-20
J. Hudson Ballard

T

HE WEIGHTIEST name against
mark's authorship of the disputed
passage is Eusebius, the great Palestinian
critic of the 4th century. He is also the earliest
witness against these verses. He states that some
Mss. contained the passage in dispute, but that
the more numerous and best Mss. omitted it.

accepted his statement. After Eusebius not one
independent witness against the verse. All traced
to him.

On the other hand, before the time of Eusebius
and as early as Irenaeus of the 2nd Century, the
witness of the Fathers is uniformly in favour of
the verses-among the great names being Justin
While not a few Fathers questioned this, yet the martyr, Hippolytus Chrysostom, Jerome,
influence of Eusebius so commanding that many Ambrose, Augustine, and Victor of Antioch.
contemporaneous and succeeding Fathers
( Page 13 )

While the Sinaitic and Vatican, the two oldest
and best Mss. and many others omit but many
others contain it. These two were among 50 Mss.
of the N.T. which Constantine commissioned
Eusebius to prepare for his new capital. They
were thus compiled under his supervision and
reflected his views.
The passage was objectionable to him which
explains their position. Count Tischendorf, who
discovered the Sinaitic Mss. noticed that both it
and the Vatican Mss. the Gospel of Mark was
transcribed by the same hand, a fact pointing to
an earlier Mss. as a common source of both. Both
the spacing and embellishment indicate if not
proven otherwise that the common parent - from
which both Mss. were taken must have contained
the verses. Eusebius was an ancient higher critic.

Eusebius of Caesarea
The End OS8791

The Feast of Trumpets (Part 3)
Charlotte Missouri - USA
mighty men. And do thou set the men of war
round about it. And it shall be that when ye
shall sound with the trumpet [bugles], all the
people shall shout together. And when they
have shouted, the walls of the city shall fall of
themselves; and all the people shall enter,
each one rushing direct into the city. And
Joshua the son of Naue went in to the priests,
and spoke to them, saying, And let seven
priests having seven sacred trumpets [bugles]
proceed thus before the Lord, and let them
sound loudly; and let the ark of the covenant
of the Lord follow.

Joshua - The Fall of Jericho with
Trumpets or Bugles

T

HE STORY OF THE FALL OF
JERICHO is similar to the seven trumps
of Revelation. Our Heavenly Father
explains here how to win the city. Instead of
seven angels in the Revelation it is seven priests
that blow the trumpets. Trumpets used in the fall
of Jericho were actually holy σάλπιγγα - sálpinga
which might actually be military bugles. On the
seventh day of blowing the trumpets the walls
of Jericho fell.
“Now Jericho was closely shut up and besieged,
and none went out of it, and none came in. And
the Lord said to Joshua, Behold, I deliver
Jericho into thy power, and its king in it, and its

Charge the people to go round, and
encompass the city; and let your men of war
pass on armed before the Lord. And let the
men of war proceed before, and the priests
bringing up the rear behind the ark of the
covenant of the Lord proceed sounding the
trumpets [bugles].
And Joshua commanded the people, saying,
Cry not out, nor let any one hear your voice,
until he himself declare to you the time to cry
out, and then ye shall cry out. And the ark of
the covenant of God having gone round
immediately returned into the camp, and
lodged there.
And on the second day Joshua rose up in the
morning, and the priests took up the ark of the
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covenant of the Lord. And the seven priests
bearing the seven trumpets went on before the
Lord; and afterwards the men of war went on,
and the remainder of the multitude went after
the ark of the covenant of the Lord, and the
priests sounded with the trumpets.

city entered into the house of the woman, and
brought out Raab the harlot, and her father,
and her mother, and her brethren, and her
kindred, and all that she had; and they set her
without the camp of Israel.

And the city was burnt with fire with all things
And all the rest of the multitude compassed the that were in it; only of the silver, and gold, and
city six times from within a short distance, and brass, and iron, they gave to be brought into
went back again into the camp; this they did the treasury of the Lord.” Sep Jos 6:1-24.
six days. And on the seventh day they rose up
early, and compassed the city on that day seven Therefore we are to blow trumpets or bugles
times. And it came to pass at the seventh circuit at a time of war to signal our Father, Ho
the priests blew the trumpets; and Joshua said Theos, to our aid against our enemies.
to the children of Israel, Shout, for the Lord
has given you the city.
And the city shall be devoted, it and all things
that are in it, to the Lord of Hosts: only do ye
save Raab the harlot, and all things in her
house. But keep yourselves strictly from the
accursed thing, lest ye set your mind upon and
take of the accursed thing, and ye make the
camp of the children of Israel and accursed
thing, and destroy us.
And all the silver, or gold, or brass, or iron,
shall be holy to the Lord; it shall be carried
into the treasury of the Lord. And the priests
sounded with the trumpets: and when the
people heard the trumpets, all the people
shouted at once with a loud and strong shout;
and all the wall fell round about, and all the
people went up into the city: and Joshua
devoted it to destruction, and all things that Sound the Trumpet for a new king of Israel
The House of Israel and Judah has had a long
standing tradition of blowing the trumpet for a
new king to be anointed. At King Solomon’s
coronation, the trumpet was blown:–
“And there let Sadoc the priest and Nathan the
prophet anoint him to be king over Israel, and
do ye sound the trumpet, and ye shall say, Let
king Solomon live.
And he shall sit upon my throne, and reign in
were in the city, man and woman, young man my stead: and I have given charge that he
and old, and calf and ass, with the edge of the should be for a prince over Israel and Juda.
sword.
And Banaeas the son of Jodae answered the
king and said,
And Joshua said to the two young men who had
acted a spies, Go into the house of the woman, So let it be: may the Lord God of my lord the
and bring her out thence, and all that she has. king confirm it. As the Lord was with my lord
And the two young men who had spied out the the king, so let him be with Solomon, and let
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him exalt his throne beyond the throne of my
lord king David. And Sadoc the priest went
down, and Nathan the prophet, and Banaeas
son of Jodae, and the Cherethite, and the
Phelethite, and they mounted Solomon upon
the mule of king David, and led him away to
Gion. And Sadoc the priest took the horn of oil
out of the tabernacle, and anointed Solomon,
and blew the trumpet; and all the people said,
Let king Solomon live.” 1Kings 1:34-39

Ezekiel – Sound the Bugle the Day of Wrath
is Coming

When Queen Elizabeth was anointed Queen
they continued the tradition and blew the
trumpets (see picture on previous page). They
played the song Holst Jupiter.

“Sound ye the trumpet (σάλπιγγα-sálpinga,
military bugle) and pass sentence on all
together. There shall be war with the sword
without, and famine and pestilence within: he
that is in the field shall die by the sword; and
famine and pestilence shall destroy them that
are in the city. But they that escape of them
shall be delivered, and shall be upon the
mountains: and I will slay all the rest, every
one for his iniquities.” Sep Eze 7:14-16.

When Jesus returns and formally takes HIS
place as our High Priest and King the
Trumpets will sound loudly to make this
announcement.

Below Ezekiel is prophesying about the
upcoming day of wrath or judgement. Ezekiel
states that the bugles should be blown in order
to signal our Father, Ho Theos so that HE will
save them. Ezekiel is reminding Israel of the
promise made in Numbers chapter 10 regarding
the use of the bugle.

Isaiah –A Trumpet or Bugle Call to Gather
HIS People to Holy Salem
Prophecy shows the trumpets will blow and
HIS people will go to HIS holy mount Zion
where Jerusalem (Hierosalem -Holy Salem) is
located.
“And it shall come to pass in that day that God
shall fence men off from the channel of the river
as far as Rhinocorura; but do ye gather one by
one the children of Israel. And it shall come to
pass in that day that they shall blow the great
trumpet, and the lost ones in the land of the
Assyrians shall come, and the lost ones in
Egypt, and shall worship the Lord on the holy
mountain in Jerusalem.” Sep Isa 27:12-13

A trumpet or bugle will be used to call HIS
people to the Holy Mountain where Holy
Salem is located.

Remember to blow the trumpet at times of
war so that you will have our Heavenly
Father’s protection.

Zephaniah – Ho Theos Sounds the Trumpet
of Judgement
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Zephaniah prophesies about the day of the
war-trumpet which will be judgment against
the house of Israel in the strong cities and the
high towers. Zephaniah is also referring to the
same trumpets of Revelation chapter 11. It will
be a day of judgement and wrath against the
house of Israel because of their sin. Since they
agreed to follow the laws of Moses, they will
be judged first.
“For the great day of the Lord is near, it is
near, and very speedy; the sound of the day of
the Lord is made bitter and harsh. A mighty
day of wrath is that day, a day of affliction and
distress, a day of desolation and destruction, a
day of gloominess and darkness, a day of cloud
and vapour, a day of the trumpet (σάλπιγγος-

sálpinx, war-trumpet) and cry against the
strong cities, and against the high towers.
And I will greatly afflict the men, and they shall
walk as blind men, because they have sinned
against the Lord; therefore he shall pour out
their blood as dust, and their flesh as dung. And
their silver and their gold shall in nowise be
able to rescue them in the day of the Lord's
wrath; but the whole land shall be devoured by
the fire of his jealously; for he will bring a
speedy destruction on all them that inhabit the
land.” Sep Zep 1:14-18
To be continued OS22978

Bible Museum Admits Five of Its Dead Sea Scrolls
Are Fake
From Brett Wilson
● The Green family, which owns the
museum, went on an archaeological
acquisition spree in years leading up to
museum's opening Now the museum has
been forced to admit a painful truth:
technical analysis by a team of German
scholars has revealed that at least five of
the museum's 16 scroll fragments are
apparent forgeries.
The announcement has serious implications not
only for the Bible Museum, but for other
evangelical Christian individuals and institutions
who paid top dollar for what now seems to be a
hen Washington DC's $US 500 massive case of archaeological fraud.
million Museum of the Bible held its
grand opening in November 2017, Jeffrey Kloha, chief curator for the Museum of
attended by Vice-President Mike Pence, there the Bible, said in a statement that the revelation
were questions even then about the authenticity is "an opportunity to educate the public on the
of its centrepiece collection of Dead Sea Scrolls. importance of verifying the authenticity of rare
biblical artefacts, the elaborate testing process
undertaken and our commitment to
Key points:–
transparency".
● German scholars reveal five of the Bible
The scrolls are a collection of ancient Jewish
Museum's 16 Dead Sea Scrolls
religious texts first discovered in the mid-1940's
fragments are apparent forgeries
in caves on the western shore of the Dead Sea in
what is now Israel. The massive cache of Hebrew
● Around 2002, a wave of new fragments
documents is believed to date back to the days
of the scrolls began mysteriously
of Jesus.
appearing on the market
PHOTO: A forged fragment of the
Dead Sea Scrolls. (Museum of the Bible)

W
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With more than 9,000 documents and 50,000
fragments, the entire collection took decades to
fully excavate.

return those artifacts and pay a $US 3 million
fine.

A sign next to the display of the scroll fragments
already warned they may not be authentic.
"In 2002, dozens of previously known Dead Sea
Scroll fragments began appearing with antiquity
dealers. Universities, museums and private
collectors acquired many of these 'new'
fragments. As scholars began to study them,
some noted puzzling features and labelled them
as forgeries.
"MOTB [Museum of the Bible] published the
initial research on its scroll fragments in 2016,
but scholarly opinions of their authenticity
remain divided. Scientific analysis of the ink and
handwriting on these pieces continues."
Most of the scrolls and fragments are tightly
controlled by the Israeli Antiquities Authority.
But around 2002, a wave of new fragments
began mysteriously appearing on the market,
despite scepticism from biblical scholars.
These fragments, they warned, were specifically
designed to target American evangelical
Christians, who prize the scrolls.
That appears to be exactly what happened; a
Baptist seminary in Texas and an evangelical
college in California reportedly paid millions to
purchase alleged pieces of the scrolls.
Also eagerly buying up fragments was the Green
family — evangelical Oklahoma billionaires
who run the Hobby Lobby chain of craft stores
and who famously sued the Obama
administration on religious grounds, saying they
didn't want to pay to provide their employees
access to the morning-after pill or intrauterine
devices.
The Greens are the primary backers of the
Museum of the Bible and went on an
archaeological acquisition spree in the years
leading up to the museum's opening.

Steve Green (above), the president of Hobby
Lobby, had previously said the museum was
non-denominational and was not designed to
preach.
"[The] museum is for all, when we say our
mission statement is to invite all people to
engage with the bible, it is for all," he said.
"Even if you're an atheist, we want you to feel
comfortable coming in here realising that we're
not pushing our agenda, our faith.
"We just want you to learn about this book and
be inspired to open it up and read it when you
leave."
Editor: This is all about covering up the fact,
that modern Hebrew, is an Edomite invention,
to hide the fact, that so-called Paleo Hebrew, was
used throughout the British Isles and right across
Europe to the Middle East. One of the names it
was known was Kolbrin. It was reported that on
a programme about the Dead Sea Scrolls, where
a copper scroll was held upside down, because
otherwise many people would have identified it
as closer to the old Irish Gaelic alphabet.
There is no evidence the Hebrews once wrote
right to left, although they did sometimes right
up and down and in circles.

In addition to the alleged Dead Sea Scrolls
fragments, the Greens ran afoul of the Justice
Department, which said they had acquired
thousands of smuggled artefacts looted from Iraq
and elsewhere. The family agreed last year to
( Page 18 )

The End OS22995

New DNA Science Research Confirms The Edomites
Masquerading as God’s Chosen are Not Descendants
of Abraham
Professor Jim Wald And Tex Marrs
Christians and Islamists. Later, as converted
'Jews' they migrated to Poland and Eastern
Europe. Today they are found mostly in the
USA and in Israel–-Full story:

F

ROM THE EARLY CENTURIES of
the first millennia, the Khazars of Eastern
Europe were known as the diabolical
"Serpent People," and now, the nation of Israel
has admitted that its people are indeed, the
Khazars.
The admission by the Israelis that the Jews are
not related to ancient Israel but to Khazaria was
reported in The Times of Israel (Leaked Report:
Israel Acknowledges Jews in fact Khazars;
Secret Plan for Reverse Migration to Ukraine,
March 18, 2014).
That article, by Professor Jim Wald, related that
the Israeli leadership in Jerusalem is sending
military equipment and settlers from Israel to
Ukraine. The Jews have taken charge of that
ravaged country's government and finances and
intend eventually to make the Ukraine a "second
homeland" for the Jews.
Their plan, leaked by governmental insiders,
came only after Netanyahu and his cabinet
reviewed growing DNA genetic evidence that
the Jews are not the descendants of Abraham.
Instead, they came from Khazaria, of which
Kiev, Ukraine is the centrepiece. In fact, the Jews
of Israel and the US are of Ukrainian heritage.
Ukraine is in the heartland of Khazaria.
The rabbis teach that in the 8th century, the entire
nation of Khazaria converted to the Talmud and
to cabalistic Judaism. Adopting the sordid, but
occultly revealing, sex symbol of the six-pointed
star, the pagan Khazars, known for centuries as
the "Serpent People," battled against both

Comment: Genesis 27:39-41, "Esau's father
Isaac said to him, Behold, your dwelling shall
be of the fatness of the earth, and of the dew
of heaven from above; and you shall live by
your sword, and shall serve your brother; and
it shall come to pass when you shall break and
loosen his yoke from off your neck you shall
have the dominion."
"And Esau [Edom] hated Jacob [Israel]
because of the blessing wherewith his father
blessed him: and Esau said in his heart, Let the
days of mourning for my father draw nigh; that
I may slay my brother Jacob".
_____________
Editor: Esau has been killing Jacob since
overtly and covertly down through the ages by
instigating wars between the tribes of true
Israel now settled in the British Isles, Europe,
USA, Australia, New Zealand and South
Africa.
It started overtly with the
invasions of Attila ( Left)
and Genghis Khan into
Eastern and Western
Europe, with the largest
mounted calvary, ever
seen in history resulting
in the death of a third of
the population. It is said
by some that it was
revenge on true Israel for the sacking of the
Temple and Jerusalem!
Many in the in the infiltrated protestant
churches are still waiting for this event to
happen, who have been told that it will be the
Russians, who they say is Gog, will be riding
over the Caucasus Mountains to attack the
Israeli State..
The End OS21846
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Letters And Views
which you have dishonoured by your contempt
of all virtue, and defiled by your practice of
every vice. Ye are a factious crew, and enemies
to all good government.
Ye are a pack of mercenary wretches, and
would like Esau sell your country for a mess of
pottage, and like Judas betray your God for a
few pieces of money. Is there a single virtue
now remaining amongst you?

A Letter to British Prime Minister
Theresa May

Is there one vice you do not possess? Ye have
no more religion than my horse. Gold is your
God. Which of you have not bartered your
conscience for bribes? Is there a man amongst
you that has the least care for the good of the
Commonwealth?

Ye sordid prostitutes have you not defiled this
sacred place, and turned the Lord's temple into
Theresa, You will note I have left out the Rt Hon a den of thieves, by your immoral principles
from your name, there is a good and simple reason and wicked practices? Ye are grown intolerably
for this your actions re the EU and in other odious to the whole nation.
respects have been neither right nor honourable.
The natural born subjects of her Majesty voted You were deputed here by the people to get
with a clear majority to leave the EU and grievances redressed, are yourselves become
the greatest grievance. Your country therefore
everything it stands for.
calls upon me to cleanse this Augean stable, by
Cameron should have picked up the phone the putting a final period to your iniquitous
following day and told the EU the money has proceedings in this House; and which by God's
stopped and we are gone. But Cameron has less help, and the strength he has given me, I am
courage than your average flea at least the flea now come to do.
Ref Rt Hon

bites the dog it rides on.
When you took on the role of her Majesty’s Prime
Minister you should have picked up the phone to
the EU you should in your most girlish voice have
said byeeeeeee the money has stopped and I am
going shopping to rebuild her Majesty’s Kingdom
with it. Instead you grovel to the EU saying
please; please will you let us go.

Now go you and every one sitting in the noble
house you have all made ignoble go and go now
before our patience runs out and her Majesty’s
loyal subjects remove you in her Majesty’s
name and restore her fully as our supreme
governor her rightful place. Which is defined
by our ancient laws and customs. Submitted
for your consideration; Albert Burgess.
________________

When we need a Bodicea or an Elizabeth I we get
you, not only are you rubbish as Prime Minister
you are complete utter and total embarrassment
to the ancient Kingdom you were born into.

Alfred Schaefer’s Fight for
Justice in Germany

Try as I might I really cannot do better than Oliver
Cromwell so I have decided to use his
speechaway that shining bauble there, and lock
up the debate. It is high time for me to put an end
to your sitting in this place,

Sir–. Now our Monika [Schaefer] is free again,
and, of course, decent people are happy about
this. Nevertheless, the verdict for Monika
Schaefer is not a verdict that can be regarded
as “spoken in the name of the people.” It was
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proven again in the Munich “Schaefer trial”
that whoever has the power, turns the laws
around so that they fit into the murky
machinations.

And how the Jewish curriculum functions so
that the masses of people don’t even get the
idea to question anything, is seen by the
“judge’s” comments who says:

Alfred Schaefer was sentenced to 3 years and
2 months imprisonment and remains
imprisoned for now. “For now” means until the
law will again be regarded as just law on
German soil.

The
word
“people
incitement”
(Volksverhetzung) also contains the word hate,
and this hate cannot be eliminated from the
world by pseudo-scientific arguments.
If only one argument of the guardians of the
Holocaust religion, only one alleged “fact” –
of which there are said to be so many – were
only one-tenth as scientifically tenable as the
arguments of the revisionists, it would not be
necessary to keep the lie alive by violence,
imprisonment and murder.
The masses actually believe that these
arguments by the “deniers” are unscientific
assertions, and that this can be comprehended
by every thinking person. But the masses are
too sluggish, too cowardly or too indifferent to
deal with the arguments. After all, one
newspaper reported that the “unbelievers” are
all just simply evil.

But everybody may believe what he wants. This
is covered by the freedom of opinion act as long
as one does not criminalize oneself,—…is said to have been proclaimed by the
chairman of the Munich courts in his spoken
judgement. Anyone who does not feel
infuriation when a “judge” deprives the term
“freedom of opinion” of its meaning by using
Talmudic dialectics, can probably also be sold
apples as pears. Naturally, it must be regarded
as dangerous by the guardians of the lie, if one
calls a lie “a lie,” and so they justify themselves
without further ado:

As told very descriptively, easily to understand
and logically in an old church song – at least I
have been told that it is already very old and
comes from a song book of the church – it has
always been the joy of the rulers – no matter
whether malicious priests or other authorities
– when the masses are only “dead cattle”, as
long as they function obediently:
“Only dead fish always swim with the current,
let themselves drift with all others, have neither
the strength nor the courage to do anything else,
but stay among a big mass. Be a living fish,
swim against the current!
Come and dare it anew: Joy and victory is your
reward.”

“He who does not believe what is prescribed,
commits a crime!”

Evil does not reign in the world because there
are too few decent people but because the
basically decent and good folks look the other
way out of cowardice, keep quiet and convince
themselves that everything will be fine again
all by itself.

Haven’t we had this before? Haven’t “witches”
been burned for it because they couldn’t
“believe”?

Even if you, dear readers and good people, have
not yet met Monika and Alfred [Schaefer]
personally, you can believe their friends that
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these people neither hate so-called minorities,
nor even dream of denying other peoples their
right to exist on our planet. When this ghost of
a judge, who is currently allowed to reign,
claims:
“One had experienced a trial where poetry and
truth were very far apart and videos had been
made with great criminal energy and pseudoscientific evidence that were capable of
disturbing lawful behaviour and inciting hatred
against minorities,”
then this is just another chess move that was
ordered by an “appointed” authority to instil in
people the believe that the Schaefer siblings are
the devil. And who needs to distract from
himself and point at others claiming that they
are the devil? The logical answer to this
question can only be: The devil himself!
The crowning reasoning for the spoken
judgement – at least that’s how I see it – is the
following statement:
“If he pretends to be interested in German
history, it need not degenerate into such
hatred.”
Alfred Schaefer, a German who grew up in
Canada, and who in his fifties for the first time
researched the history of his ancestors, and
who, as a good-natured and analytically
thinking person – an engineer by profession –
learns what crimes the Jews and their helpers
have committed against the German people –
and who still intend to commit further crimes
– did not go off and set synagogues on fire or
beat Jews to death on the street!
The Jews like to draw this horrible caricature
of Alfred and Monika in public. The Schaefer
siblings have done what any decent German
would consequently do, if he only knew the true
events of history: To warn his fellow men, his
German brothers and sisters – the members of
the white race – about the machinations and
plans of the Jews!
And this warning took place without any
violence. He has put videos on the Internet
where he warns mankind of the devil, and in
none of these videos did he call for or incite
violence against the criminals and their helpers.
On the contrary! He tried to save the helpers,

and even the criminals themselves, from the
expected natural reactions of the masses,
provoked by their actions.
Alfred Schaefer – despite knowing the true
guilt of the lawbreakers – still tried to protect
their lives. That’s the German spirit of a man
who does not find it in his heart to commit
injustice; although in many other cultures short
process would be made with such criminals and
traitors.
For 3 years now this generous man is to be
silenced in a dungeon of the Federal Republic
of Germany. During these three years, you –
the decent ones – have time to think about
yourself and your position on our future. Three
years – if the Federal Republic of Germany will
last that long – when you can “humble”
yourself to send at least one card or letter to
another hero of history of whom we have,
unfortunately, far too few of.
Is your “patriotic” will at least enough for this?
Write to him at:
JVA München
Alfred Schaefer
Stadelheimer Str. 12
81549 München
Deutschland
Here are a few videos that were partly shown
“publicly” in the Munich Process.

Steven Books
League Enterprises
Suite 3, 3rd. Floor
148 Cambridge Heath Road
London
E1 5QJ
For books by identity authors –
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria Splinter
and Richard Porter plus many
other subjects and difficult to
obtain books.
http://www.stevenbooks.co.uk/category/341/Religion
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Tests Reveal More of Monsanto's
Weed-killer in Kids’ Cereals Than
Common Vitamins

kids’ cereal, parents and all consumers have the
right to know.” Yours truly, Emma Fiala
________________________

Quote
God threatened to sue the Devil. The Devil
merely laughed and replied, ‘How can you? I’ve
got all the lawyers!’ If you want to sue the Devil,
you will have to do it as a Pro Se. Then you are
faced with the predicament that the Devil will
probably move the case to Federal Court where
he has all the judges too.” Quoted from “IBM
and the Corruption of Justice in America”, Earl
Sir__, A shocking amount of the popular Carey, Bismarck House, St. Louis, 1992, page
herbicide
glyphosate,
marketed
by 318. From, K H, West Midlands, UK
_________________________
Monsanto/Bayer as Round-Up, has been found
in breakfast cereals marketed to children. Even
more appalling is the revelation that some of the
Grace at a Glance
cereals contain more glyphosate than common
vitamins.
According to the results of laboratory
tests commissioned by the Environmental
Working Group, the amount of the toxic
herbicide glyphosate “exceeded the amount of
both Vitamin D and Vitamin B12 in General
Mills’ Honey Nut Cheerios. More glyphosate
than Vitamin A was found in Quaker Oatmeal
Squares.
Glyphosate has been linked to a host of health
problems that include cancer, digestive issues,
and reduced fertility. A California court recently
found Monsanto liable for damages relating to
a cancer patient who alleged his disease was
caused by exposure to the herbicide.

Sir___, It is my opinion that informed members
of the Christian faith should say grace before
meals. I have a framed notice above my dining
table so that I can have grace at a glance. And a
smile – the joy of being a Christian!

Despite its classification as “probably
carcinogenic” to humans by the International
Agency for Research on Cancer and its
distinction as a chemical known to cause cancer
by the California Office of Environmental
Health Hazard Assessment, the herbicide is one
of the most widely used in the world.

There are four items, the first is "Christ the
unseeing guest at every meal." As a lad of 10 or
11, I was very impressed with the card which
started with these words hanging over the dining
table of Mr and Mrs Roland, of Levin, Fife.

“If General Mills and Quaker refuse to remove
glyphosate from these children’s cereals, then
the companies should at least let parents know
how much of this toxic weed killer they may be
feeding their kids. When there is more weed
killer linked to cancer than essential vitamins in

The second is "every meal should be a
communion" as my mother said, this raises the
question about the bread and wine ceremony in
the Presbyterian and United Reformed churches
where it is called to Communion. At the Last
Supper our Lord said "do this in remembrance

As I scribbled these words for my use, I noticed
(after 10 or so years!) that they were wrong, but
Environmental Working Group president Ken let them stand to remind me of human fallibility
especially my own.
Cook responded to the recent findings:
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of me." So the ceremony is really a
remembrance. These remarks also apply to the
Anglican Eucharist and the Roman Catholic
mass.
The third item is "all this in heaven to." An
American lady also wrote a book of this title.
One of her ancestors was an Anglican pastor.
When he had finished dinner he would loosen
his waistcoat and declare "all this and heaven
too."
The fourth item is the last lines of Scottish grace:
Some ha’ meat and canna eat
we have meat and we can eat
so let the Lord be thanket.
Sympathy for the unfortunate expressed in the
last line.
It is unfortunate that at some meetings
proclaiming our identity, where meals are
served, which I have attended of late, the singing
or saying of grace has been omitted and it is my
sincere hope that this tradition will be restored
for we are not atheists.
As I have remarked in a previous letter, that
when I was at a venue shared with a Roman
Catholic group, they were very impressed with
our singing grace, as my mother found out when
she talked to some of them. After she told me
this, I laughed and said. "We will never see
them again – the priest will not like their flock
being impressed with anything Protestant."
And we never did. Yours truly, The Ancient
Mariner.
_______________

but accurately written history. It is called the
Bible.
Here are some examples related to immigration
and race both very topical subjects today.
Ex 23:32-33; Thou shalt make no covenant with
them, nor with their gods. They shall not dwell
in thy land, lest they make thee sin against me:
for if thou serve their gods, it will surely be a
snare unto thee.
This is God telling the Israelites (a white race
of people) not to enter into any agreement with
them or allow to live in their land.
Isa 1:7; Your country is desolate, your cities
are burned with fire: your land, strangers
devour it in your presence, and it is desolate,
as overthrown by strangers.
Prov 5:10-11; Lest strangers be filled with thy
wealth; and thy labours be in the house of a
stranger; And thou mourn at the last, when thy
flesh and thy body are consumed,
These are warning that if you allow 'strangers'
(translated from the Hebrew word NOMRI
meaning a person of another race) in our case
immigrants into our country, then they will
eventually take it over.
Deu 23:2-3; A bastard shall not enter into the
congregation of the Lord; even to his tenth
generation shall he not enter into the
congregation of the Lord. An Ammonite or
Moabite shall not enter into the congregation
of the Lord; even to their tenth generation shall
they not enter into the congregation of the Lord
for ever:

The Bible - Immigration and Race
The word 'bastard' is translated from the
Hebrew word 'MAMZER' meaning a child or
person of mixed racial parents i.e. a child of an
Israelite and a non-Israelite. God is adamant that
we must not mix racially with non- whites
(non-Israelites).

Sir__, George Orwell's book '1984' was
incredibly prophetic but it was also a book of
fiction. However there is another book that is
even more prophetic and is not a book of fiction

Deu 17:15; Thou shalt in any wise set him king
over thee, whom the Lord thy God shall choose:
one from among thy brethren shalt thou set king
over thee: thou mayest not set a stranger over
thee, which is not thy brother.
God also emphasised that no foreigner can be
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allowed to hold public office. This is enshrined
in the English Constitution and such a person
is referred to as a denizen.
This is taken from the
Act of Settlement 1701

Here are a few of the curses to be going on with:
The Lord shall make the pestilence cleave unto
thee, until he have consumed thee from off the
land, whither thou goest to possess it. The Lord
shall smite thee with a consumption, and with
a fever, and with an inflammation…
The Lord shall smite thee with madness, and
blindness, and astonishment of heart:
Look how big pharma do not want to cure but
simply to treat illness. They even create
illnesses to make even more money.
Thou shalt betroth a wife, and another man
shall lie with her: thou shalt build an house,
and thou shalt not dwell therein: thou shalt
plant a vineyard, and shalt not gather the
grapes thereof.

“No foreigner ("no Person born out of the
Kingdoms of England Scotland or Ireland or
the Dominions thereunto belonging"), even if
naturalised or made a denizen (unless born of
English parents), can be a Privy Councillor or
a member of either House of Parliament, or hold
"any Office or Place of Trust, either Civil [sic]
or Military, or to [sic] have any Grant of Lands,
Tenements or Hereditaments from the Crown,
to himself or to any other or others in Trust for
him".
Subsequent nationality laws (today primarily
the British Nationality Act 1981) made
naturalised citizens the equal of those native
born, but otherwise this provision still applies.
It has however been disapplied in particular
cases by a number of other statutes.
However this important Constitutional Law has
been violated by the treasonous creation of
Statute laws such as the British Nationality Act
1981 which allows any foreigner to hold public
office. This is in defiance of God and the
English Constitution.
The violation of God's laws about race mixing
has serious consequences!
Deu 28:1-14 list all the blessings that God
would bestow on the Israelites (white people).
If you care to read these you will see that it
describes exactly how the white race developed
and led the world. BUT the whole of the rest of
the chapter (Verses 15-68) describe what will
happen if we ignore His commands.

Easy divorce laws, abortion and choice
properties being given to immigrants for free.
The fruit of thy land, and all thy labours, shall
a nation which thou knowest not eat up; and
thou shalt be only oppressed and crushed always.
Millions being given away in foreign aid!
Thou shalt beget sons and daughters, but thou
shalt not enjoy them; for they shall go into
captivity.
Asian grooming gangs, paedophilia at the
highest levels and abduction by Social Services.
The stranger that is within thee shall get up
above thee very high; and thou shalt come down
very low.
The Prime Minister Teresa May (Jew), The
Foreign Secretary Sajid Javid (Asian), Mayor
of London Sadiq Khan (Asian). Check this link
to see how many of today's politicians are
Jewish.
However there is a charismatic leader in the
background just waiting to emerge. His name
is Yahshua (Jesus in English) He will destroy
all those that opposed Him and his people
(Israelites) and return peoples back to their own
nations. Don't assume that because you are
white that you are safe, you will need to make
a commitment to accept Jesus as your saviour
and if necessary change your life style. For
Israelites life will be eternal but for others it will
not.
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What amazes me is that the vast majority of
white people want the benefit of Christian
values and laws but without any commitment
to a belief in God.

partners. In fact, those same partners who owed
them Good Faith and Good Service deliberately
hid the situation and profited themselves from
the circumstance instead.

Food for thought: How can a salesman be
successful if he thinks the product he is selling
is crap! Look what happened to Gerald Ratner,
founder of Ratners jewellery shops Yours
truly, Jack Lewis.
___________________

It's the same situation as if Ma Bell and Verizon
knocked off their competitors and formed a
cooperative venture to bilk the public silly and
then split the monopoly profits. The British
Territorial United States and the Holy Roman
Municipal Government have secretively
colluded to the same ends.

Letter of Notice and Demand to the
Pope and Elizabeth II

We have no greater enemies than our supposed
friends and trustees.
This is why London and Rome are on the top
of the list for demolition, if we cannot secure a
right and proper understanding of what their
leadership's obligations with respect to The
United States of America (Unincorporated)
always were and still are.

Your Holiness, Your Majesty;___We all start
to read with the letter "A"..... and in the same
way, we all start our understanding with certain
key concepts. If the key concepts are flawed,
incomplete, deceptive, or untrue, then all that
follows afterward is similarly flawed,
incomplete, deceptive, or untrue.
This is why the crime of fraud knows no statute
of limitations. This is why contracts all fail upon
the first defect.
In this case, people have been taught to think of
that THING in Washington, DC as their beloved
"government of the people, for the people and
by the people", but in fact, "the federal
government" is an interlocking trust directorate
of foreign corporate interests merely in the
business of providing "governmental services"
for profit. And since 1860, there has been no
counter-balance to provide the intended checksand-balances on their power.
This is the first defect.
The contract between the American States and
People and the "federal government" was
broken in 1860, but they were left uninformed
by their remaining Territorial and Municipal

Once FDR's Inaugural Speech is "decoded"
from Federal-speak to actual unimpaired
English, all his malice and deceit and his true
intentions are revealed and can be matched up
against the results we have in fact experienced.
What he actually said was that he would take
our lives and property as gifts —voluntary
donations —-to his holy cause.
Conveniently, since none of the actual
Americans understood what he said, nobody
stepped forward to shoot him and forthrightly
counter his offer.
It is exactly the same situation as an armed
bandit "offering" to take your purse. If you
meekly comply with his demand and don't
object, what is intrinsically a crime and an
armed robbery is converted by "implication"
and "interpreted as" a consensual act under
commercial law.
And that is what the Men in Black have been
doing. Just "interpreting" themselves into fatter
and fatter paychecks and retirement pensions
and shipping all the rest of the ill-gotten gains
home to Rome and London.
But we, the living people of this country, don't
operate under commercial law. We were all
clearly standing as men and women in 1860 and
in 1933 and not operating under commercial
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law then, either. So all claims and cobbled
together evidence to the contrary are simply
self-interested crime.
It isn't until we object that it becomes a crime?
We have objected both individually and en
masse. Our lawful government objects. Our
States object. Our People object. And as our
Will in these matters has been clearly published
and on the public record for over 200 years,
there is no plausible excuse for any of what has
gone on here.

All of it, without exception.
The entire Public Charitable Trust must be
returned, along with the Puerto Rican Public
Transmitting Utilities, the Donor Trusts, the
Life Force Value Annuities–- all of it. Now. The
pretence that you are not really trafficking
people with all your nonsense of incorporating
and copyrighting their names has to end, too.

So, Whitehall and Rome, here is our objection:
not only do we object, we repudiate in all
respects all of your presumptions from 1860
onward, including all the Birth Certificates that
you have issued to profit yourselves.
The profits of all this infamy must be returned
to the rightful government and for the benefit
of the rightful owners --our States and our
People-- and absolutely no presumption of
ownership of these vessels by any foreign
commercial corporation is allowed.
Release every single American from these
repugnant presumptions or else.
In this case, the people of this country were not
even provided with the nicety of a clearly stated
"demand" and had no realistic opportunity to
respond to FDR's deliberately concealed
gibberish.
We trust that this Notice and Demand is clearly
stated.
FDR simply "converted" the court system to
begin collecting on his "New Deal" —-which
was in the barest sense, "I am requiring you to
give me all that you are and all that you have as
a gift for my holy cause", with both the nature
of the "holiness" and the "cause" left hanging.
It was on this basis that he confiscated privately
held gold from the American People. It was on
this basis that he required everyone to sign
"Birth Certificates" donating our children
(though we were not told this) to his corporation
as chattel backing his corporate debts. It was on
this basis that he exercised the "Trading With
the Enemy Act" against his employers.
And all of this now has to end.

The American States and People did not
voluntarily and knowingly acquiesce to FDR's
veiled offer. No valid contract exists. No excuse
for it can be made. No claim that FDR met the
Standard of Law in his communications during
the First Inaugural Address nor at any other time
can stand.
His very memory should be erased and all his
words and actions damned.
He was not our President and did not serve this
country nor its people in "Good Faith". Death
and destruction on those who wait to deliver the
relief and the remedy owed to this country and
its people and to all the other countries and
peoples around the world who have suffered
and been robbed by their own employees bent
on criminal deceit.
We have our "A" and we know our "B", our
"C", and all the rest of it.
The Trading With the Enemy Act does not
apply to us, the American States and People,
nor to our lawful Federation of States, The
United States of America (Unincorporated) and
never did.
It is well-past time that the Holy See and the
Queen and the British Crown and the Lords of
the Admiralty, all heard the legitimate
government of this country tell you --- bugger
off. And it is time for Donald J. Trump to act
as our actual Commander-in-Chief to make sure
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that you do so.
Take your New Deal and FDR's corpse with
you.
As for the "Democratic Party" in this country,
the record of its actions as a seedbed of sedition,
criminality, and deceit speaks for itself. It is an
outlaw political lobby and is on trial for its
crimes against humanity even as we speak.
We highly suggest that people examine the
actual facts surrounding the Democratic Party
—- its activities and voting records —and you
will see for yourselves that this is literally the
Party of Deceit, a political lobbying
organization that has preached one set of values
and delivered exactly the opposite for over a
hundred years.

TWEA and consider your "offer" of March 4,
1933 as finally received and firmly rejected; and
may the crime of it be upon your heads if you
should fail in your duty to comply with this
demand to return all the citizenry of our federal
states together with their assets and also all the
innocent American State natives and their
assets. They are all to be safely re-conveyed to
our shores and replaced under the protection of
our lawful government.
In the meantime, do not talk to us about the
"Rule of Law" which you have yourselves
breached in finality, but instead talk about the
"Rule of Mankind" and the dominion that we
are all owed.
The Bills of Lading for the Estate of Yeshuah
have been delivered. We expect payment on
normal terms.

Your Majesty, you are under demand to remove
the present "court system" and re-convert it to
its lawful purposes or we will remove it
permanently ourselves and never pay another
penny for such "services".
Your Holiness, return all the Birth Certificates
and Baptismal Certificates you have collected
under conditions of fraud and non-disclosure,
together with all profit from the rents, leases,
insurances, mortgages, etc., etc.

The Fiduciary,
Anna Maria Riezinger
The United States of America
c/o Box 520994
Big Lake, Alaska 99652
cc: President Donald J. Trump
Anna Von Reitz, Fourth November 2018

You all must give up the pretences of the

Frankincense: How to Use Ancient Wonder Cure For
Healing

F

RANKINCENSE IS FAMOUS for being one
of the three gifts presented by the Magi to baby
Jesus (the other two being gold and myrrh).
Several thousand years ago, people knew how to use
frankincense to cure several ailments. The ancient
Babylonians and Assyrians are also believed to have
burned frankincense during their religious ceremonies
and Hatshepsut’s famous reliefs depicting the
‘Expedition to Punt’ show not only frankincense, but also the trees themselves being brought back
to Egypt. Ancient civilizations understood how to use frankincense in rituals and for healing.

Frankincense and The Incense Route
Frankincense (also known as olibanum) is the dried resin obtained from trees of the genus
Boswellia, specifically Boswellia sacra and Boswellia carterii . These trees are grown in Oman,
Yemen, and the Horn of Africa, and frankincense was one of the commodities that fuelled the
Incense Route . The status of frankincense as a luxury object, and its high value in the market
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during ancient times is understandable,
considering the various ways in which it was
used.

According to a 2010 report by the BBC,
scientists have observed that frankincense
stopped cancer from spreading and cause
cancerous cells to close themselves down. The
report also stated that the compound in
frankincense responsible for this had not been
identified, but scientists were trying to isolate
it.

Frankincense tree, Yemen.
(Rod Waddington)
Frankincense brought great wealth to the lands
producing it, as well as the cities along the route.
For instance, Southern Arabia grew so rich that
it was referred to by the ancient geographers as
Arabia Felix (meaning ‘Arabia the Blessed’).
The Romans, who wanted a share of the
lucrative trade, sent an expedition to conquer
the region during the 1st century BC. Due to the
harsh climate of the region, however, they were
forced to turn back.

Frankincense’s Ritual Usage

To conclude, it may be said that frankincense
has come a long way since it was first used by
ancient societies. Whilst the healing properties
of frankincense were recognised in the past,
analysis of this precious substance using
modern chemistry could lead to the discovery
of new ways in which frankincense may be used
for medicinal purposes.

Frankincense is perhaps best known for its use
in religious ceremonies. In ancient Egypt,
Greece, and Rome, frankincense would be burnt
as an offering to the various deities.
Additionally, due to its association with the
divine, frankincense was also burnt for the dead.
The aroma of the incense also served to mask
the odour of the decaying flesh.
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The famous Roman writer, Pliny the Elder, even
wrote about how to use frankincense as an
antidote for hemlock poisoning.
Although frankincense was often burned as
incense, it could also be used as oil. Once more,
the healing properties of frankincense have been
highlighted. For example, due to its antiseptic
property, frankincense oil could be applied to
wounds to prevent them from developing
infections. Frankincense may even be ingested
to aid the recovery of internal wounds.
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Be that as it may, the medicinal properties of
frankincense have yet to be fully understood.
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Who Built The British Roman Roads?
Britain’s Hidden History
of propaganda to impress the natives, and fords
being used to prevent sabotage.
So important was the safety of Britain to its
loyal people that, under royal authority, they
constructed four great highways from one
end of the island to the other, as military
roads, by which they might meet any hostile
invasion.

A British “Roman” Road

T

HE ROMANS OBVIOUSLY – well
perhaps not. Terry Jones in his
Barbarians TV series said that the sack
of Rome by the Gauls in 390 BC was a seminal
event for the Romans. However, the British
histories paint a very different picture. The
leader of the Gauls was Brennus and he was the
brother of the British king Belinus (and later
succeeded him to the British throne). The British
had conquered, with their Gaulish allies much
of the rest of Gaul.
However, before they set about sacking Rome,
Britain had evidently become peaceful and
prosperous, perhaps not surprisingly, as it is a
naturally fertile country. In the Roman period,
for example, it became the breadbasket of
Europe.
The early British histories (Geoffrey of
Monmouth the Kings of Britain) claim that it
was during this period that the four main roads
of Britain were built in stone and were straight
– exactly like a Roman road. Is this credible?
perhaps, it is certainly true that Roman roads in
Britain have two distinct phases – there is an
early period where the roads were dead straight
whenever possible – excessively so – and the
river crossings were invariably fords – Deptford,
Dartford, Crayford, Stratford, etc.

The first runs from west to east and is called
Ichenild. The second runs from south to
north and is called Erninge Strate. The
third crosses the island from Dover to
Chester in a direction from south-east to
north-west, and is called Watling Street.
The fourth, which is longer than the others,
commences at Caithness, and terminates in
Totness, extending from the borders of
Cornwall to the extremity of Scotland; this
road runs diagonally from south-west to
northeast, passing by Lincoln, and is called
the Foss-way. These are the four principal
highways of Britain, which are noble and
useful works, founded by the edicts of kings
and maintained by venerable laws. Henry
of Huntingdon, Chronicle, V, from the
translation of T. Forester

The Four Major Roads
Henry of Huntingdon was a contemporary of
Geoffrey of Monmouth it is not clear to whom
he attributes the building of these roads but these
do seem to be the same roads as described by
Geoffrey of Monmouth. It should be noted that
the Icknield Way, as it is now called, is
considered to be pre-Roman.
The Romans however, did not claim to have built
these four major roads of Britain, which all
belong to the first phase of building, at least no
record exists. Of course, they undoubtedly did
built the majority of the Roman roads in Britain
and probably all of them. However, it is odd that
there should be such a clear change from the
early phase to the later phase in such a relatively
short time.

The later phase is characterised by far more
‘relaxed’ routes made up from much shorter
sections of straight road. The river crossings
were mainly bridges. A typical example of a later
road is the Old Kent Road built circa 100 AD.
The most obvious reason for these two phases is
that the first phase was built by the Roman army The Old Kent Road which is undoubtedly
as part of the invasion – the straightness a type Roman and a second phase road, replaces an
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earlier road which ran dead straight from New with it, is a sophisticated road and others have
Cross Gate in south London to the ford at recently been found nearby by Time Team.
Westminster.
There should be no doubt either that there were
pre-Roman roads as Julius Caesar mentions
It is clear from other evidence that major them, he said the chariots preferred to fight
changes were made to the road system in the off-road before attacking the Romans and they
second phase of road building, which seems could hardly be off road if there were no roads.
largely to be overcoming the problems Then there is the place-name evidence, by and
associated with the excessive straightness of large, the more easily understandable a placethe first phase roads.
name is the younger it is likely to be and
because Britain is such an ancient country (see
If these four roads were pre-Roman is would climate change) many of its place-names are no
explain some anomalies. Why for instance does longer intelligible at all, having been in
Watling Street on its approach to the London circulation for so long.
area align with Westminster and cross the
Thames there – if London was founded by the In contrast, place-names that came into being
Romans it must have been as an afterthought. in the Roman period, although about 2000 years
However, if Geoffrey of Monmouth is right old, seem mundane and modern even. The Old
about the main roads being pre-Roman then Kent Road is a good example it simply describes
London was already assigned one of the four what it is - the old road to Kent, it was also
roads and Watling Street simply passed nearby known as Kentish Street. Yet no one is sure
because this was the best route to serve it what, for instance, Watling means and this does
objectives.
suggest some antiquity. If these roads were built
when it is claimed then it follows that since
In addition, there do seem to have been traces these roads were built before the sacking of
of an earlier road found by archaeologists under Rome then the Romans copied their roads from
the Fosse Way. There is no doubt either that the Britons, which would be a wonderful irony.
the ancient Britons had the ability to build However, the Romans nor the British invented
decent roads from at least from the time of the ‘Roman’ road that honour goes to Carthage.
Stonehenge some 4000 years ago as the
Avenue, which surely must be contemporary
The End OS23000

Justinian-Deception: (Part 3)
(Hidden-Foreign-Text-Known-As-Dog-Latin)
By Romley Stewart
9: Respect for The Assize of The
VATICAN

The Vatican Arm of The
New World Order

O

NLY LIVING MAN holds the highest
authority, being Dominion, over the
natural mineral and energy wealth of
Eden, (Earth-land) so man must be assumed
DEAD-IN-THE-WATER in order that the
serpent (Usurper) can claim equitable title over
Eden but remember this, how many men are
worthy of holding the true wealth of Eden
(Mineral and energy reserve) over the
VATICAN? and that is why the code of
understanding in relation to the Biblical codes
are so complex, in order that only the
true learned, the servants of the first Grantor-OfDominion (The first GOD) comprehends why
the serpent or Satan must exist. The Serpent
(Usurper VATICAN) only holds authority
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over its own property, being the dead accounts
and the “Persons” of ROME. You can only hold
the dead accounts of Rome by holding the
VATICAN created “Person”.
If you hold any account of ROME, you, by your
own “claim” are the property of ROME,
rendering your GOD as the VATICAN, and not
the true God because the VATICAN created the
“Person” and when the living man is annexed to
the “Person”, such a living man no longer serves
the first GOD of the living “Existence” of man,
he serves the grantor of the person, and the life
granted to such a person by the VATICAN.

trustee legal standing, and the words: in my
name you will be saved, may be the greatest
key that returns you to existence but before you
search for your true God, the Gods of the
underworld and Egypt, did offer the dead a life
within death and if you are happy within that
existing death, (As you hold your person) than
think carefully before you search for your real
God of “existence” because such a road to the
truth and the real G-O-D is long.

Only the VATICAN created “Person” has the
ability to hold a debt account, man has no ability
to hold any account, that is why your Christian
LEDGER (Dead Christian Name) has a trustee,
in order that we, man, only need directive powers
over the Dead governing corporate contractor.
It is the VATICAN, being the: VAT-I-CAN
“holder”, that granted a “life” to a “person”. Man
was granted “Existence” and without existence,
there can be no person or life of a trust or
contract or anything for that matter.
To kill the life of a “person” does not kill the
existence of the man, but if you kill the
“existence”, the “person” no longer “Exists” and
that is why no man or person has the right to end
a mans “existence” for such a crime of ending
existence, is the greatest insult against the
highest Grantor-Of-Dominion.

10: Born into: LIFE or Existence?
Remember this, without “existence” there can
be no life, so when you see the meaning of born:
meaning, born into “life” or “existence”, it was
“existence” that the first G-O-D granted, not life,
life is only the duration of the Vatican created
Person, being the life span of a Contract or Trust
in a legal term.
Only the true G-O-D can grant Existence, where
as the VATICAN grants life, but only for the
dead person. Hold life and you my very well be
“existing” as DEAD. Hold life and your God is
the VATICAN, not the true God, hold Existence,
and your G-O-D is the true God, that grants real
Existence and this may be where the saying:
“own nothing and direct all” derives from.
Understanding the “Christian name”, and its

The Vatican Bank
The accounts of ROME can only be attached to
the property of ROME, being the “Persons” of
ROME. A Person is not a living man, it is the
rank in a society, a military account holder and
by your own actions by agreeing to hold any
form of Account, you have agreed to act as the
person (Mask), you have agreed to serve the false
GOD, being the GOD of the Person, the GOD
of the Pagan (Pay-Again debtor of the Vatican)
being the VATICAN, the world debtor, the legal
title holder of Eden.
The VATICAN is the: Beast of Burden, of
man and by holding any accounts of Rome, you
become the servant of the Beast by holding
the Mark of the Beast, being dogged: DOGLATIN. You have left the true God. You hold
the dogged: DOG-LATIN text, and you are
assumed: DEAD, chattels of the STATE, chattels
of the VATICAN, you are the property of Rome.
11: The DECEPTION: (DOG-LATIN)
So what did Justinian do in order to gain so much
power and authority over man?
He created the greatest deception concept ever
perpetrated against living man in modern known
history, he killed man without any one ever
knowing that they were all legally
dead, sacrificed at birth, dumped into the sea
(Sea of commercial paper) in order to
be “salvaged” by the Roman Empire before they
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were ever aware that they were assumed dead, Contracts. Common law of the land is not gone,
lost at sea and never likely to return.
but if you hold the “Person”, being the property
of Rome and the VATICAN, you have no right
Justinian (Emperor of ROME) and his legal team to be subject to the Common Law of the land,
between 530 and 560 AD created a you have become the property of Rome and you
governmental masterpiece of modern day are bound by the Justinian Code, code of the
deception in order to deceive the public into DEAD-CONTRACTS, because the “person”
“falling into” the private military contracts of the that you hold is not your property, but you are
Roman Empire, under the direct control of the subject to its debts if you are “acting” as the
VATICAN in order to forgo true justice.
“holder” of such a “Legal Person” that was
granted to you by Rome.
The Christian Name is also not your
property, but it is the remedy because it has a
trustee, saving you from death. Trustee’s are
legally dead.
Justice is a straight line, DOG-LATIN is the
bending of the line, the corruption, the spurious
document, the declension, the debasement, the
counterfeit, the immoral act that no positive law
could ever follow.
It is the clever deception that “PEOPLE
ASSUMED THIS TEXT WAS ENGLISH” and
that’s how you corrected the error in the name,
it was never your name in the first place… This
deception was right under your nose in plain
sight all your life but because it was always
there, you didn’t notice it.

Shortly after the Magna Carter in 1215,
Accursius, Accursiuswas a Roman jurist, around
1230 in the Hohenstaufen Dynasty of the Roman
Empire, had completed the Justinian GLOSSA
Corpus Juries Code, laws of the Dead
Corporation System. Such a system is now fully
in play operating under the ALL CAPS
GLOSSA LATIN HIDDEN CONCEALED
SYSTEM OF WRITTEN LATIN TEXT, or a
DOGGED VERSION OF IT, (Property of
Rome) that is assumed as common English text
today>
However, this is still far from the
grammatical facts as confirmed in Blacks Law
Dictionary 4th Edition in relation to
the: “GLOSSA” and also confirmed by article
11:147 of the Chicago Manual of Styles
sixteenth-edition, identifying American Sign
Language, operating under the grammatical rules
of Latin Text, being used in modern day
governance
and
Private
Banking

12: Translations in Relation to the use
of DOG-LATIN:
What is DOG-LATIN? Blacks Law Dictionary
claims that it is a debased form of Latin Text
appearing under the Grammatical Rules of
English. Its unreadable, so what does it look like:
“IT SIMPLY LOOKS LIKE THIS“, and where
do you find it? well, look at Court Documents,
Government documents, banking documents,
and your DRIVER LICENSE, yes, all the entities
you assumed that you could trust…..
It exists only with the consent of the Ignorant, it
is the language of the Illiterate. Just to give an
example of how dangerous this deception is, I
will give you a translation from “DOG-LATIN”
to “English” and then from “English” into
correct “LATIN”. In relation to the text used by
the US FEDERAL RESERVE, the BAR,
the banking Systems and the UNITED
NATIONS, the European Union (EU), such
“things-entities” use American Sign Language,
being the ALL-UPPERCASE-TEXT in order to
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identify CORPORATIONS registered with the
UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND
EXCHANGE COMMISSION, but do they? or
is it the deceptive: DOG-LATIN?…
Here is the presumption and the fact in relation
to “DOG-LATIN“. A sample is given in
the Chicago Manual of Styles, in section: 11:147,
[image below] FOREIGN-LANGUAGES, of the
correct way LATIN Re: ASL, is to be used in
relation to the sample: “A car drove by“. The
translation into ASL (American Sign Language)
appears as: “VEHICLE-DRIVE-BY“
… Did you notice the “hyphen“? … One rest in
Written LATIN and American Sign Language,
constitutes a break between the two signs,
(Words) where as in relation to the English
grammatical rules dealing with English Text, one
rest constitutes joinder between the two words.
Two rests or one rest and a full stop constitutes
the break in relation to the written
English Grammatical rules.
Two different sets of very different grammatical
rules! … This means that when LATIN or
American Sign Language is used without the
“hyphen” it renders nothing in fact, leaving only
an ignorant presumption that such ALL
UPPERCASE TEXT is valid. This is just word
science. If you operate English text or Latin text
in breach of its relating Manuals, you void
warranty! just like operating an automobile in
breach of its manuals. You void warranty.

counterfeit and void. It is also the language of
the DEAD LEDGER, being depicted as the
Egyptian God of the dead underworld: Anubis,
depicted as a man with the head of a dog
in Egyptian hieroglyph symbolism. (DOGLATIN), The Eye of Horus (God of War and the
dead) also depicted on the US One Dollar Note,
but is that even grammatically correct appearing
in DOG-LATIN? Is this a revival of Egyptian
Slavery?
Lets look at the company registered on the
UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND
EXCHANGE COMMISSION, District of
Columbia, being the registered company:
“COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA” The
translation from DOG-LATIN into English text:
“COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA” =
“Commonwealth. Of. Australia” …???
Does it grammatically exist in fact? Notice the
full stops after each word? So lets translate the
“Commonwealth Of Australia” into correct:
American Sign Language, under the correct
grammatical rules of Latin Text:

13: BABYLON TEXT
The language of babble:
So lets translate: The: “The cat sat on the mat”
into the Latin, in relation to article 11:147 of the:
Chicago Manual of Styles, to see what happens:
“The cat sat on the mat” = “THE-CAT-SAT-ONTHE-MAT”
Now from DOG-LATIN to English:
“THE CAT SAT ON THE MAT” = “The. Cat.
Sat. On. The. Mat.”
As you can see, the second sample translated into
nothing readable, its babble, that’s why the
second sample is called: “DOG-LATIN” or
“Dog Latin” being the language of the illiterate.
It is debased. It is a “declension” or a
“debase” meaning, it is wrong, immoral,

“Commonwealth
Of
Australia”
=
“COMMONWEALTH-OF-AUSTRALIA”.
There is no ALL UPPERCASE TEXT
constituted in the English Grammatical rules. It
does not exist, and there is also no
“unhyphenated” strings of SIGNES in the
LATIN or American Sign Language.
Article 11:147 Chicago Manual of Styles, also
states that there is no correspondence between
the words and signs of any two languages,
meaning,
the
DOG-LATIN
has
no
jurisdiction with the written English on any
instrument (Contract) unless agreed! but was
your agreement to such a false corruption in such
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a contract done by consent or were you deceived
by your own ignorance and illiteracy? and why
were you never taught Grammar and Latin in
School? … to keep you enslaved by a false debt?
… one may ask…

This concept is not new, its “TRUST-LAW“,
and the original warning about such a deception
is the first story in the Bible: “Adam and Eve“,
Such a story has all the elements of a TRUSTLAW-ARRANGEMENT,
the
usurper
(VATICAN) and the HOUSE of the DEBTOR
(Tree of Knowledge) and the HOUSE of the
14: Secret DESTRUCTION OF
CREDITOR (Tree of Life). (Split title being the
COMMON LAW LAND
GOVERNMENT BY DECEPTION: concept of TRUST-LAW) (Divide and Conquer)
The warning from GOD, being the first Grantor
of Dominion to man, warned Adam (Man) to
Are you starting to see the deception yet?, the
stay away from the fruit of the Tree of
foreign private banks such as the US FEDERAL
Knowledge.
RESERVE,
(That
owns
the
COMMONWEALTH
OF
AUSTRALIA
(HOUSE-OF-THE-DEBTOR) (Was the Fruit
account) may not exist in any lawful de-jure
the “privilege” of SLAVERY?)The very
ability! it is only assumed by the illiterate
attachment (Annexing) to the fruit of the Tree of
ignorant that could not read proper English. Why
Knowledge, being the HOUSE OF THE
does the Governor General “Assume” Office?
DEBTOR, (Legal Title Holder) rendered Adam
—because there is no office in fact!
as no longer a man, he became the “ACCOUNT
HOLDER” (Trustee) of a dead Account of Rome
being a dead “thing”. (As GOD claimed, You
will surely die if you eat the fruit from the Tree
of Knowledge) being the “debtor account” of the
garden of Eden,
Adam became the “Legal Title Holder” losing
the Equitable title of Eden to the serpent,
(VATICAN) preventing Adam from entering the
garden without permission (License) from the
grantor of the legal title. Adam was cast into the
Sea and could only enter back into the garden
under “license” because he was no longer the
holder of the Equity, he held the Knowledge, the
NOTICE, the Legal Title. He held the LEDGER,
–Is this how the real governments have been
being the TOMB… He surely legally died.
destroyed by the private foreign banking
entities? have they pulled a swiftie over the
Again I remind though: The very word “Posting”
people of the world via a Grammatical
means transferring an account to a ledger, and
deception, a trick in the text? (A JOKER
what is a ledger, the stone that covers a tomb,
card?) Is DOG-LATIN the language of the Dog
the holder of the “ledger” is dead, entombed into
that is always subject to their master, man? …
the contract, just like God warned Adam, (Living
Is the Dog the slave? is your DRIVER LICENSE
man).
your identification that you agreed to be the
DOG?
Remember, Re: Trust Law, “True Title” is split
into “Legal Title” and “Equitable Title”, and if
Are you a “Mr” or “Miss” in the military holding
you hold Legal Title, you don’t have rights over
the “DOG-TAG” written in “DOG-LATIN”. Are
the Equitable Title without License. If you need
you legally DEAD? but you have not worked it
a License to drive your car, you no longer hold
out yet? Are you a SLAVE by deception?—
Equitable Title over your car, evidenced by the
fact that you need a license to drive it on public
15: Adam and Eve: The warning
lands. The equitable title belongs to the one who
concept of TRUST-LAW being its
granted you the license, and if your government
real hidden meaning
is a company registered with the UNITED
STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE
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COMMISSION, I assume that the UNITED
STATES FEDERAL RESERVE, private
banking system is holding your Equitable Title
to your car, maybe your home, maybe your own
country, your own dominion, your own body and
all the oil and mineral reserve (Dominion) that
goes along with it? Did they take it? or did you
give it to them without a fight?

16: SPLIT-TITLE: The Two Birthing
Certificates

That’s why you have two Birthing Certificates,
and also why the bank needs the details of “one”
of them in order to give you Legal Title, because
you may be holding the wrong one? —The two
Birthing Certificates are evidence of Split Title,
being a “trust” agreement, Split Title, Debtor or
Creditor, the choice is yours and the certificates
identify the difference––You can’t get the “Other” CERTIFICATE OF
BIRTH unless you know your name and date of
birth of your Christian Account. (Its under your
nose, again, on your Birth Certificate.) Another
disturbing account is the Birthing Certificates
themselves, they are also “DOGGED” in DOGLATIN, rendering them potentially void from
the beginning to the end. The signs:
“CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH”, translates to:
“Certificate. Of. Birth.” as you can see, its
nonsensical. The Prima Facie Certificate, being
the certificate of the Christian Name (Effigy) is
DOGGED in DOG-LATIN––
Why you may ask? because when they are
exposed, it is only your own stupidity and
ignorance of the biblical codes and plain
old grammar that gave them your equity. You
applied for everything, to hold their accounts, so
they are obligated, as good dog servants do, and
gave you what you wanted, LEGAL-DEATH…
As Eve said, the “Privilege”, being the fruit of

the house (Tree) of the Debtor, “tastes good”…
And credit does taste good, until you miss a
payment.
Adam’s (Man) loss of the Equitable Title over
Eden (The Earth-Dominion) was due to
a masterpiece of deception, deceived by the
serpent
(Usurper)
the
snake.
(Reptilian) Remember the Biblical maxim:
“Thou shalt not worship engraved images” (Or
other GODs) and when you know your grammar
and Latin, you become aware that the ALLUPPER-CASE-TEXT, is grammatically, an
“engraved image”, it is an “Illustrative Text”
being an “Egyptian hieroglyph”, the engraved
image is not that of the descriptive text of
English, it’s the dead language of the HOUSEOF-THE-DEAD. (Tree of Knowledge)
It even tells you its dead: en-“graved” its the
language of the“ledger” and what is a ledger?
The slab of stone that sits on a tomb. When GOD
said that if you eat the fruit from the Tree of
Knowledge, (As the usufruct) you will surely
die, God was not joking!
—God meant every word, the language of the
tree of Knowledge being the HOUSE OF THE
DEBTOR is the illustrative text, the
SYMBOLIC language of the DEAD, even the
word “corporation” means: dead-speaking,
“Body Corp” dead body, so how can you be
assumed as the living man when you are the
holder of the DEAD ACCOUNTS-LEDGERS
of Rome? What does the Christian Cross
symbolize, it means “Died” …(Webster’s
Dictionary Re: Symbols)
The warnings are everywhere. By holding any
form of “License” you are telling the world that
you are DEAD and you are no longer the
Equitable Title holder of Eden, you are the Legal
Title Holder of Eden and you worship the
Serpent (SATAN), you are the servant debtor of
the snake, you pay his bills and not even the true
GOD of living man can save you from your
adultery for worshiping “other” Gods of the
DEAD. You lost jurisdiction with the first GOD
of living man by holding the dead “Person” and
the DEAD-ACCOUNTS of ROME, being the
creation of the Serpent. (Usurper) G-O-D simply
stands for “Grantor Of Dominion”… The grantor
is the master, the grantee is the Slave-servant.
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To be continued OS22993

Megalithic Sites Are More Than Just Stone
From Our Exeter Correspondent
Since my youth, stone circles and other
megalithic structures, which are very plentiful
here in the West Country of the UK, have always
fascinated me, and particularly the energising
atmosphere experienced when in the vicinity of
large ancient stones. This I thought was just my
imagination until I came across an interesting
article on the subject passed on to me by a friend,
which may well interest your readers.

I

T DOESN'T TAKE MUCH to stimulate
the human body's electro-magnetic
circuitry, in fact a small change in the local
environment is enough to create a change in
awareness.
People who visit ancient temples and megalithic
sites often describe such a sensation. The
standard explanation is that such feelings are
nothing more than a 'wow' factor: the result of
visual stimuli from the overwhelming
impression
generated
by
megalithic
constructions such as stone circles, ancient
temples and pyramids.

the entrance. The band then spirals towards the
center of the circle as though descending down
a rabbit hole.
Two of the circle’s western stones were also
found to pulsate with concentric rings of
alternating current, resembling ripples in a pond.

Above magnetomer survey image of
the Rollright Stones. Adapted from
Charles Brooker. Magnetism and
Standing Stones, New Scientist,
January 13, 1983
The analysis led Brooker to state how, “the
average intensity of the [geomagnetic] field
within the circle was significantly lower than that
measured outside, as if the stones acted as a
shield.”

But the cumulative evidence proves otherwise:
that megaliths and other ancient sacred places
are actually attracting, storing, even generating
their own energy field, creating the kind of
environment where one can enter an altered state
of consciousness.

Such discoveries help us decipher what the
ancients were up to when they built megalithic
structures. At the Temple of Edfu in Egypt there
is a wall featuring what amounts to a recipe for
establishing a space that differs energetically
from its surrounding landscape — a temple. The
instructions describe how certain creator gods
Generating Energy Fields
first established a mound and ‘pierced a snake'
to the spot, whereupon a special force of nature
In 1983 a comprehensive study was undertaken
impregnated the mound, which led to the
by engineer Charles Brooker to locate
construction of the physical temple.
magnetism in sacred sites. The test subject was
the Rollright stone circle in England. A
* Legendary Locks: Can Hair Act as a Sixth
magnetometer survey of the site revealed how a
Sense, Protecting us from Danger?
band of magnetic force is attracted into the stone
circle through a narrow gap of stones that act as
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* Vibrations and sounds may have enhanced
worship.
* Researchers reveal Stonehenge stones hold
incredible musical properties
The symbol of the serpent has always been a
culturally shared metaphor of the earth's
meandering lines of force, what scientists refer
to as telluric currents.
Avebury Stone Circle.

Controlling the Laws of Nature

in blood vessels, not to mention the millions of
particles of magnetite floating inside the skull,
and the pineal gland, which itself is highly
sensitive to geomagnetic fields, and whose
stimulation begins the production of chemicals
such as pinolene and seratonin, which in turn
leads to the creation of the hallucinogen DMT.
Electrodes planted at Avebury reveal how its In an environment where geomagnetic field
circular ditch breaks the transmission of telluric intensity is decreased, people are known to
ground current and conducts electricity into the experience psychic and shamanic states.
ditch, in effect concentrating energy and
releasing it at the entrance to the site, sometimes An exhaustive investigation into the Carnac
region of France, where some 80,000 megaliths
at double the rate of the surrounding land.
are concentrated, reveals a similar spiritual
Magnetic readings at Avebury die away at night technology at work. At first the leading
to a far greater level than can be accounted for researcher, electrical engineer Pierre Mereux,
under natural circumstances. They charge back was skeptical that megalithic sites possessed any
at sunrise, with the ground telluric current from special powers.
the surrounding land attracted to the henge just
as magnetic fluctuations of the site reach their Mereux’s study of Carnac shows how its
dolmens amplify and release telluric energy
maximum.
throughout the day, with the strongest readings
Studies conducted by the late physicist John occurring at dawn. The voltage and magnetic
Burke also discovered how the stones of variations are related, and follow a phenomenon
Avebury are deliberately placed and aligned so known as electric induction . According to
as to focus electro-magnetic currents to flow in Mereux, “The dolmen behaves as a coil or
a premeditated direction using an identical solenoid, in which currents are induced,
principle to modern atomic particle colliders, in provoked by the variations, weaker or stronger,
which airborne ions are steered in one direction. of the surrounding magnetic field. But these
[Avebury stone circle. Image by Freddy Silva] phenomena are not produced with any intensity
The effect of sacred sites behaving like unless the dolmen is constructed with crystalline
concentrators of electromagnetic energy is rocks rich in quartz, such as granite.”
enhanced by the choice of stone. Often moved
across enormous distance, the stone used in His readings of menhirs reveal an energy that
megalithic sites contains substantial amounts of pulsates at regular intervals at the base,
magnetite. The combination makes temples positively-and negatively-charged, up to thirtysix feet from these upright monoliths, some of
behave like weak, albeit huge, magnets.
which still show carvings of serpents. Extreme
pulsations recycle approximately every 70
Spiritual Technology
minutes, showing that the menhirs charge and
This has a profound influence on the human discharge regularly.
The End OS22997
body, particularly the dissolved iron that flows
It seems ancient architects had a fine degree of
control of the laws of nature, because a recent
study of energy fields in and around Avebury,
the world's largest stone circle, shows how its
megaliths are designed to attract a ground current
into the site.
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IF THE TRUTH BE
KNOWN

CD 127 minutes (listen to Audio Clip on site)
$16.00
Here you will find the ignored story of the
massive deportations of the German peoples
from Eastern Germany, Poland, the Baltic
States, and the Sudetenland and its attendant
horrors.
The entire library of many more audio programs
is available as a bundle. All told, this is nearly 14
hours of great historical commentary! Plus, you
realize a savings of $20 dollars. For full details
and to purchase go to the website:—
http://www.untoldtales.net

Pastor Eli James
Sundays 16.00 hrs

Eurofolk Radio

Is now on air!
24 hr streaming of items
of interest to identity
believers including live
broadcasts on matters
of national interest and
much more!!
TUNE IN NOW!
http://eurofolkradio.com/category/ge
neral/

This long
sort after
book is
now
available!

(British Summer time)

Live on Eurofolk Radio and
Eurofolk YouTube - Tune in and
join in the chat

Click on
image for
details
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